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SAN T A FE NEW MEXICAN.
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SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, MARCH 11, 1907.
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Delegate W. H. Andrews Giving Special Attention to Wants of New
Mexico Veterans.
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Upon the signing by the President
of the General Service Pension Law,
granting increased pensions to veterans of the Mexican and Civil Wars,
Delegate W. H. Andrews sent to the
New Mexican 100 blank applications
for pensions with the request that the
people be informed that he was ready
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Hundreds Of Men In the Thaw Trial Of Union County
This Neither Time
Has Many
Walk Out Many
Nor Place
Yards Affected

and willing to receive all pension applications and to give them prompt attention and urge their favorable disposal before the committee on pensions. These 100 blank applications
have been disposed of and 100 more
have been asked for from the Delegate
by the New Mexican. The first appli
cant was, with his usual promptness,
Judge A. L. Morrison, of this city,
who is a veteran of the Mexican War.
Ho addressed the Delegate and sent
his application to him. It was
Morrison has received the following letter from Delegate Andrews
over which he feels quite good:
"Col. A. L. Morrison, Santa Fe, N. M.
"llv Dear Colonel Your letter of
the 27th ultimo, together with your
declaration for pension received and
I have this day sent same to the commission with the request that It be
given early and prompt attention.
' "I
hope you have recovered by now
from your severe attack and that you
are In as good health as ever.
"Yours very truly,
" W. H. ANDREWS,
"Delegate from New Mexico."
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ability to lake care of itself. It is
never good policy even to build up one
county at the expense of another.
"It. takes every cent collectable in
taxes to support
Union County to
day? If Foraker County were created
that county would have to begin business with an indebtedness of from
$45,000 to $50,000. The new county
would have to assume Its pro rata
shure o fthe debt of Union and of
Colfax County, It would have to erect
a court house, a Jail and other counbuildings and would have to pay
its current expenses and the salaries
of Its officials for the first year or so.
Could Foraker County long survive?
I believe not.
Petitions Are Deceiving.
"There are seventeen precincts In
Union County, It would take six precincts for Foraker County from the
north end. The result to Union Coun
ty, is plain destruction.
'1 notice in the petitions submitted
in favor of the new county that there
are names of individuals, firms and
companies all being identical, at
tached under different
precincts. I
consider that this Is an attempt to de
There Is on
ceive the legislators.
the petitions, only one name of any
considerable prominence as regards
property holdings and I am informed
by that person that he did not author
ize the use of 'his name in favor of
Foraker County.
"There is no need of argument.
Foraker County if created will have a
very hard time of it for many years,
and Union County would be corres
pondingly injured for many years.
The course of the legislature seems
to me Is plain."
The bill for the creation of Foraker
County has already passed the House.
The members of the party from Union
devoted their efCounty therefore
forts entirely to the Councilmen, presenting the same arguments as are
above stated.
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Of Rosario Emilio, Sentenced
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Sweetheart.
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at
sevuuw
The
11.
assemer.
In
national
March
level.
Tne
at the
Kv..
the
ifflitsvllle.
ptmuvai
hope
the regular chaplain
dis
rather
is
so,
it
However,
hope
to erally prevail and in view of the camthe winning run for the College.
was a very Heavy man
Tharslng
tempt of the street car company
bly..
locate
to
among
them
have
men this paign waged by the Republicans and $2,000,000 Worth of Australian Fleeces couraglng
weighing 220 pounds. As he stepped
The minister's words aroused the run its cars with
us and then face the future in an ef ARCHIE ROOSEVELT
Received at Port of New York
oft the bucket onto the ladder at the
Indlcnatlon of some of the members morning was only partially successful. Democrats during the past lew year6
and
suplands
reclaim
their
fort
to
TODAY
BETTER
Duty.
MUCH
$77,000
cities many
level, the ladder broke under
and there ia talk of Introducing a While no violence was reported there to gain supremacy in the
bankof
in
throes
a
the
British
11.
county
The
port
New York, March
The com- close contests are expected.
his weight, and he fell to the
resolution denouncing fie language were many demonstrations.
if
would
Union
be,
as
County
steamer Ashantl arrived here today ruptcy
11.
Archie level, fracturing his ikull and breakMarch
Washington,
pany usually runs 000 cars but only
used by Rev. SChlevern.
with the largest cargo of Australian this bill is passed by the legislature.
favor- ing nearly every bone In his body.
HIGH BULGARIAN OFFICIAL
continues
condition
100 were in service today.
Roosevelt's
busiIt
"It seems to me that is poor
VICTIM OF A8SASSIN wool ever Imported. It carried 13,143
It was said at the White
Tharslng leaves two daughters and
Don't forget our largo ana complete
Owing to the increasing disorder
The duty ness foresight to create a new county able today.9
worth $2,000,000.
bales
House at o'clock this morning that a son In Oakland, California.
It
to
fall
support
must
which
certainly
the
bindery and Job department All work accompanied 'by violence all attempts
to
freight
$77,000,
Sofia, Bulgaria, March 11. M. Pet amounted
same time destroy a he had a good night and was doing
handled promptly and In the most up-- at the operation of street cars on any
minister of the In $00,000 and the Insurance cost $16, self and at the
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
demonstrated its splendidly.
manner. One trial make you of the lines were abandoned this af hoff, premier and
has
which
emmtv
ooo.
terlor, was assassinated here today.
ternoon,
a permanent patron.
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COFFIN

WOOD

MINES.

-

SILK

The Chinaman Digs For Wood Prlxed
For Burial Caskets.
There exists no object which the
Chinaman exhibits more regard
for than the narrow box which Is destined to contain all that is mortal of
him. He Is never happy until It Is In
his possession. It occupies a conspicuous position In bis bouse, and the richer be Is the more be expends on its acquisition and adornment.
The coffins most esteemed by the Celestials are manufactured from a peculiar resinous wood, possessing quite
extraordinary preservative properties
and found only In one small district In
Tonquln, burled In the enrtli, no living
specimens of the tree now being In e
lstence.
The natives search for It quite as
eagerly as elsewhere gold and precious
stones are run after, and, Indeed, the
deposits, for such they are, are to all
Intents and purposes mines of wood,
the origin of which Has never been satisfactorily explained.
Local legends have It that In a fat
distant past vast numbers of these
trees existed In the dense forests with
which the whole region was covered
and that as a result of some tremendous cataclysm they were uprooted and
precipitated Into the ravines. Wbcth
er this account Is true or not, the
THAT TEXAS ANNEXATION
burled trees are today a source of quite
FEVER.
The Pecos Valley News sizes up considerable wealth to the lucky pervery correctly the laughable burn son who finds them. For a coffin made
made by the few people of the Pecos of this special wood a Chlunman does
valley, urging annexation of that sec- not consider 50 or 00 at all too high
tion to the state of Texas. Says the a price to pay. (3 rand Magazine.
News:
'Some of the leading citizens of the
TRADES THAT CURE ILLS.
'Queen' have decided to return to
well
take
Texas and as they can't very
If You Want to Drive Away Disease,
their farms with them and they don't
Turn Shepherd.
want to let go of the Pecos Valley land
"Oil workers are never bald," said a
they are going to annex the Valley to druggist.
"Visit our oil regions ot
the aforesaid state. Of course this those of Russia. Examine the workIs
Is a bluff pure and simple, but it
men's hair. It Is soft and thick and
such a childish one. 'If I can't do as I glossy, for petroleum cures Incipient
please I will go home.' That Is the baldness, and if your hair Is thinning
position of the editor of the Record, rub some In. Never mind the smell
George Slaughter and a few others. It will do you good.
Our readers need not be seriously
"Shepherds enjoy remarkable health
alarmed as Congress has changed the The odd odor of a sheep seems to drive
boundaries of a state just once in the away disease. Sheep are especially
history of our country. And the bluff- good for whooping cough. In the sheep
ers themselves can hardly expect a country when a child takes the whoop-luRepublican Congress to take a Democough It Is the custom for the
cratic section from a Republican Ter- mother to put It to play among the
ritory where it is powerless, and put sheep, and the next day It Is well.
it in a Deomcratic state thereby mak"Tho men and women who work
ing that state stronger. Let us hope among lavender, gathering it or disthat the Roswell folk will soon re- tilling It, never have neuralgia or nervcover from the 'Texas fever' and settle ous headache. Lavender, moreover, Is
down to farming where they belong." as good as a sea voyage for giving tone
to the system. Run down persons ofHOLD A CONSTITUTIONAL CON- ten work for nothing in lavender plants
In order to build themselves up.
VENTION,
"Salt miners can wear summer:
The Santa Rosa Sun, published by
F. D. Morse, elected delegate last No- clothes lu blizzard weather without
vember to the constitutional conven- fear of catching cold, for colds are untion, approves heartily of the bill In known among suit workers. Breweries
factroduced by Speaker Baca directing and tanneries and printing Ink
out
bar
Turpentories
consumption.
to
convention
to
the
the delegates
meet at Santa Fe and draft a const'
tution.
"On Monday, the 30th day of th
session of the Territorial
Leglslatm
-trtroioTizing and
questing the delegates elected tr
Constitutional Convention to mec
draft a constitution for the Sta
nuitU UC U9Ulv.U
New Mexico.
Who knows, this act as recorded by Lyon Playfair. Simp
son
when busy with his researches Inmay breath new and legal life Into
these delegates whose official life de- to the subject of anaesthetics called
parted when Arizona voted NO. This one day on Playfair and asked If he
would seem a better way for the con- had nnythlng new likely to produce
vention to assemble than as was pro- anaesthesia. .Playfair had just pre
a liquid which seemed worthy
posed by a goodly number of our peo- pared
ple and as advocated by a number of of trial. Simpson, who knew no fear,
the newspapers in the Territory. If prepared Instantly to test It ou him
this act is passed the convention will self. This riayfalr refused to allow
have some legal status to act, and until it had first been tried on rabbits.
then the United States Congress will Two were procured and placed under
have something to base a hearing on. the effects of the anaesthetic. Xexi
As a delegate elected to the conven- day Simpson proposed tirtry It ou him
self. "We might as well see how the
tion, the writer hereof gives the meas- rabbits
have fared," said Playfair.
ure his hearty approval.
They found both the animals dead.
Thirty-sevent-

at the Santa Fe Poatofflce.

Weekly, per quarter

TERRITORIAL INSTITUTIONS FAIRLY.
It looks as if there would be some
'pork" in the appropriation bill which
will be considered this week by the
Legislative Assembly.
In the nature of things there must be
some as there is in the appropriations
made by the Congress of the United
States yearly. The Legislative Assem
bly of New Mexico can not do much
better than dos the Congress of the
United States in such matters. Right
here it is well to remark that this
whining and howling about exorbitant
and burdensome taxes Is the veriest
rot and humbug. The taxes in the
Sunshine Territory for corporations,
for property owners, for mines, for
merchants are not high. As far as
really poor people are concerned the
$200 exemption clause exempts them
Why,
virtually from all taxation.
therefore, should not the Territorial
Institutions of all descriptions and for
the benefit of the people be liberally
and decently supported? If the Assembly can appropriate $5,000 for a
Coronado memorial block, It can well
afford to appropriate a few thousand
dollars for the benefit of Territorial
Institutions or for objects that are of
real benefit to the people and needed
and should be fairly dealt with.
TREAT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
li

.NEW
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THE

SPIDER.

The Delicate Machinery That Splnl
the Liquid Threads.
The spider Is able to secrete at least
three colors of silk stuff tho white,
which forms the web, and the
of captives and the egg
cocoon; the brown mass that fills the
cocoon Interior and the flossy yellow
between that and the Inside of the
sac. The glands end In minute ducti
which empty Into spinning spools regularly arranged along the sides and
upon the tips of the six spinnerets, or
"spinning mammals," or "spinning fin
tors," which are placed Just beneath
tho apex of the abdomen. The spinnerets are movable and can be flung
wide apart or pushed closely together,
and the spinning spools can be managed In the same way.
The silk glands are Infolded In muscular tissue, pressure upon which, al
the will of the spider, forces the liquid
silk through the duct Into the spool,
whence It Issues as a minute filament,
since It hardens upon contact with the
air. One thread ns seen in a web may
be made up of a number of the filaments and Is formed by putting the
tips of the spools together as the liquid
jets are forced out of the ducts. When
tho splnuerets are joined and a number of the spools are emptied at once
their contents merge, and the sheets
or ribbons are formed which one sees
In the enswathement of a captive ot
the making of Arglope's central shield.
This delicate machinery the owner operates with utmost skill, bringing Into
play now one part and now anothei
and again the whole with unfailing
deftness and a mastery complete. Dr,
II. C. McCook In Harper's.

the Governor direct, which would in
DEPARTMENT OF MINES
no way eliminate politics from the
NEEDED.
The bill contains many good
One of the most important wealth office.
but it is to be hoped that
United
provisions,
of
the
producing industries
of
the same vesting the powthe
is
part
States is mining and the industry
er of selection of county or district
growing at an amazing rate. There
in the Territorial
exsuperintendents
really seems to 1)8 no limit to its
will be eliminat
Education
cf
Board
decades
next
few
the
tension within
ed."
that
and hence it 1s right and proper
it should receive the most fostering
IF NOT, WHY NOT?
care and attention on behalf of the
"In response to the invitation of
general government. One of the ways
in which this can be done would the the Morning Journal that it tell the
or
of Mines
creatine of a Department
people whether it was misled
which head should be a cabinet officer whether it deliberately misrepresentand the adviser of the President. Dis- ed the facts in connection with its
cussing this project the Denver
alleged telegram from Washington,
is of the opinion that with which quoted Secretary Garfield as
dethe growth of the country and the
denying the Barnes interview, the
velopment of its resources and indus- Santa Fe Now Mexican tonight says
A QUEER
HOUSE.
tries, it has from time to time been not a word.
matter
found necessary to add new executive
on
a
silence
"This complete
The Novel and Famous Fossil Bone
departments to the federal govern- which but a day or so ago caused the
Cabin In Wyoming.
ment, the chiefs of which are given New Mexican to go into hysterics, can
Thus
"The queerest house In the world,"
mai
eitner
places in the President's cabinet.
as
indicating
be
accepted
said a zoologist, "ij undoubtedly the
the Interior and the agricultural de- the New Mexican was misled Dy an
famous boue cabin in Wyoming, near
partments were added, and also the unscrupulous Washington correspond
the Medicine Bow river. This cabin's
Department of Commerce and Labor. ent, or that it deliberately faked Its
foundations are built of fossil bones.
Following out this policy there alleged dispatch and misrepresented
"Boues of dinosaurs juws of the
should bo a Department of Mines and
eftect.
the facts for political
teeth of the brontosaurus,
Mining, in order that proper atten
interview in the
"VTr
of the ichthyosaurus, verteknuckles
tion might be given by the federal
Journal of a week ago not
inMorning
of
camarasaurus, chunks of
mineral
brae
the
the
to
great
government
undisputed, but stands
only stands
the bnrosaurus, the cetlasaurus, the
terests of this country.
to
the highest authority
brachiosiiurus, the steglosaui'us, the
The proposed department should not confirmed by
in the case.
ornitholestes or bird catching dinosaur
be restricted to the consideration of lie had
be considered satisall entered into this wouderful caburecious metal mining, although the "The Incident may
closed." Albuquerque Mornin's
factorily
foundations, makiug It the most
earnest
is
establishment
fact, that its
curious and most costly edifice in
men
may ing Fakir.
lv advocated by western
America.
No publication of the dispatch said
sugge.it to some persons that its pur"This hut was built by a Mexican
metalli to bave been received by Mr. Will C.
nose would be to promote
in
sheep herder who had happened by
ferous mining alone. It should give Barnes, from Secretary Garfield
as
chauce on the grandest extinct animal
aitention to coal mining, to the stone answer to requests by Mr. Barnes
bed In tho world. This was a plot
business, and also to the production of to the truthfulness and authenticity
about fifty yards square, wherein lay
oil. Thus practically every state in of the Interview recently published by
In rich profusion the boues of all the
the Union would be directly Interest- the Albuquerque Morning Fakir has
animals of the reptilian age. The heavand there been made. If not, why not? As far
prt in its administration,
iest and the lightest, the largest uud
would be no occasion for the sugges as this paper is concerned the slurs
the
smallest, the most tranquil and the
of
M'acpherson's
Danny
ilon that it was organized in behalf and libels
most ferocious, lay side by side.
TTjllvlr
lire treated with the
Mrtrninpof the West.
"The place was evidently ouce a rlv-j- r
The mineral productions of this coiil erupt they deserve, no more and
bar, and the dead bodies that float-atruthfulness
to
enorthe
as
But,
no
an
in
less.
value
country aggregate
down the stream were here arrested
facts
inthe
or
with
out
the
the
interview,
mous amount of money, and
to He for hundreds of thousands of
em
and Secretary Garfield's dispatch,
dustries connected with them give
and, rooting among lionet 'tis big as
If the tenor of the Fakir Journal's
ployment to many thousands of men.
set about the building of the
-.
bowlders,
is
with
closely
interview
Indirectly, manufacturing
'.SYexl'Cau will promptly accede and ad
world's queerest cabin." New Orleans
of this coun
mit that its information was Incor
try, and minerals of one kind or an rect, but the facts and a verbatim
other constitute the raw material of
copy of the dispatch should be given.
Grip Facts.
ihumlreds1 of industries.
The grip is not simply a bad cold,
Again, if not, why not?
Public welfare calls for the organi
and this fact is worth knowing. It rezation of a department for the consld
sembles a cold in some respects, and
PARTY PLEDGED TO
REPUBLICAN
eraticn and promotion of these great
olds are often wrongly diagnosed by
THE CONVENTION.
and manifold Interests, and Congress
the victims as grip. The grip Is a
The bill introduced
will do well if H speedily enacts
by Speaker
malady which has laws of Its own,
Baca
now
in
and
the House
of
law establishing
pending
a Department
both as to origin and progress after
providing for the holding of a constiMines.
development.
According to the doctutional convention in this city in
tors, it must run its course "there Is
is
discussed
con
and
August
being
pro
NEW MEXICO
no speclaJ remedy that can directly
SHOULD SECURE
by members. It is, therefore, timely
FOREIGN IMMIGRATION.
the infection, no drug that can
destroy
to
call
the attention of Republican
Louisiana has adopted a method
kill the bacillus or neutralize its tox
that will give it the needful labor for Councllmen and Representatives to
in," This also Is worth knowing. The
its rice fields and factories. It has em- the resolution adopted by the Repubmain thing is to nurse with care and
lican
Territorial
Convention
Las
at
give the system the best possible aid
ployed an immigration commissioner
who undertakes to supply large land Vegas September 29t,h, by a rising
in its efforts to (brow off the poison.
owners and factories with competent vote. The resolution pledges the ReBaltimore American.
Santa Rosa has a new ice plant and
The Christian Sunday.
This is publican party of New Mexico strong- but few are the towns In the South
white labor from Europe.
The
of
the
first
and
keeping
ly
in
Sunday,
favor
of
day
the
unequivocally
west that do not manufacture their of the
Not Thirsty.
permitted under the federal alien conweek, as a sacred day In memtract labor law and Louisiana is has- holding of a convention. It reads:
own ice.
Jane, the bright new maid, nlwaya
seems
It
Fe
that
Santa
of
dethe
resurrection
and
the
of
ory
"The
following is the resolution should also have a
tening to benefit by this Interpretation
plant of that kind scent of the Holy Ghost dates from anxious to please, bad been intrusted
of the law. New Mexico too, has unanimously adopted by the Republi instead of depending
upon outside the beginning of Christianity. It was with the care of a little aquarium, lo
Convention at Las
lands for intelligent foreign colonists can Territorial
points for a supply, the local consumer called the Lord's day in all the church- which the goldfish had always thrived
last
fall
to
as
the
Vegas
constitutional
and can give employment to thousands
being compelled to pay the cost of es, but gradually acquired the name of very well until Jane came on the
of industrious foreigners in its coal convention.
Height in addition to middleman's
from the Romans, who called scene. The first day she arrived Hhe
"Resolved, That In case the Hamil profits. In most communities
mines with advantage to the mine
is the first day of the week dies solis, or gave them fresh water, as instructed,
it
and then left them to their own deowners, the Territory and the Immi- ton statehood bill fails to become oper found profitable to run electric
light day sacred to the sun. The first official
grants. It may not be too late for the ative through the adverse vote of the and power, cold storage and ice manu- recognition of Sunday as a holy day is vices. But, alas, oue morning tho lit
legislature to consider a plan by which people of either Arizona or "New Mexi facturing plants together as one enter- In an edict of the Roman Emperor Co- tle fishes were found floating feebl
on their backs. "Jane," called the anx
such immigration might be encour- co, we recommend and urge that the prise, and there seems to be a
Is
good nstantly In 821 ordering that all wo:
delegates elected In Nev opening for Just that kind of indus- should cease In the cities "on the ven- ious mistress, regarding her pets with
aged in European countries much as s.x.y-slimmigration from the states has been Mexico to the constitutional conven trial undertaking lu the Capital
erable Sunday," but permitting neces- concern, "have you given the flsh any
City
the tion, should assemble in the Capitol of the
so successfully encouraged by
"No, ma'am
sary farm work to be attended to. St. fresh water lately'"
Territory.
Bless their little hearts, they haven't
Bureau of Immigration.
Though New and formulate a constitution for the
Louis Republic.
Mexico is more than twice as large State of New Mexico; and we further
drunk the water I gave them last
A comprehensive and well
arranged
as New York it has only
month yet!"
urge that the Territorial Legislature election
A Hardship.
,
law is the necessity of the
tieth of the population and can as enact a law submitting said constitu
Favored
Walter
to
I'm
leave
goin'
hour; the House of Representatives
similate without much difficulty a mil tion to the vote of the people, and if will
A Normal Disadvantage.
very likely pass such an one at here when my week Is up.
lion or two of the right kind of new approved by them, providing for its
You
Guest
"Why do reformers so often come to
Ehl
Regular
get
good
an
date.
Should
early
a
there be
comers, be they foreigners or Ameri presentation to Congress, with a regrief?"
,
in this in the Council, as pay, don't you?
cans.
quest for the admission of New Mexi- it is
"I have often asked the question,"
"Yes, 'bout the same's everywhere."
rumored that there will be, it
co into the Union as a state there
answered Senator Sorghum. "I think
"And tips besides V
will prove detrimental and
PLAN
under."
Injurious
It must be because they take up poliTHIS APPROVES THE
"A good many."
to the people and to the
Republican
Public sentiment In both parties
tics as an Incidental diversion instead
"Then what's the matter?"
"In various county conventions sim
party,
Certainly, such action would
and among the citizens who believe ilar resolutions were passed, for in- ue
don't allow no time for goin' of a regular business. It's the differ"They
very suicidal policy, it Is well es- - out to meals. I have to eat
ence between the amateur and the
in a government of the people for the stance in Rio Arriba, where the reso
here."
irtuiisneo mat the present election London Mall.
sional."-Washington
Star.
people and by the people, against the lution says, 'The sixty-sidelegates law needs amendment In
many dlrec
proposition to place the appointment elected In New Mexico should assem- uons ana
fact
this
should
be
fiiilv
of county school superintendents with ble to form a constitution for the
Shopping Politeness.
The Danger.
"Never point, my dear," said the
the Territorial Board of Education, State of New Mexico and ask of Con- recognized by the Assembly.
A lawyer while conducting his case
is steadily on the Increase. The more gress immediate admission as a State,
cited the authority of a doctor of law mother gently.
The New York Supreme Court nn yet alive.
"But, mamma," objected the little
the question is discussed the more it and the delegates elected from Rio
appears that the proposition is a Arriba County are earnestly requested last Friday ruled In an opinion that
"My learned friend," interrupted the girl, "suppose I don't know the name
Of the thing?"
tnere is no difference between a book- Judge, "you Bhould never go
very, very nice theory and stronger to unite in such action.' "
upon the
mauer and a burglar; while In Trini
"Then let the salesman show you all
becomes this opposition.
Referring
save
of
of
the
that
dead.
authority
any
uou, v.uiuiuuo, it is Demg declared that The living may change their mlnds."-N- os he has in stock until he comes to the
to this question, the Silver City InA POINTER FOR THE SUNSHINE
It is no crime-t- o ros a
article that is desired." New York
Lolslrs.
dependent, 'the ablest Democratic pagambling table
TERRITORY.
on Sunday much less on a week-daTress.
per in the Territory, has this to say:
Kansas City and Denver capitalists
"The Independent Is in receipt of a last week bought 150,000 acres In the Public opinion, even In New Mexico,
The Flrat Thouaht
J An Inference.
copy of House Bill Number 107, en- San Luis Valley near Fort Garland, tms come to tne same conclusion, and ' "What would be your first thought If
Father-You- ng
titled an act to revise and systema- not far from the boundary of New therefore, the Legislative Council had you were to strike oil or in some other
Upperten is going to
propose for your hand soon. Daughter
tize the school laws of New Mexico Mexico. The consideration was 50ft,- - better follow the good example set by way become suddenly wealthy?"
How do you know? Father I hear
and creating the office of district su- 000 dollars. Upon this land will b the House and do its part to enact a
"Well, I suppose, like all the rest of
he has been making Inquiries as to my
law
will
that
be
out
first
would
my
'em,
perintendent of schools and for other erected a million-dolla- r
wipe
thought
beet sugar faceffectually legalthe shortest and quickest way financial standing. Illustrated Bits.
purposes, more commonly known asl tory and the district will be colonized ized gambling in this Territory
to New York." Chicago
the 'School Law Bill.' The bill is a with industrious farmers.
Experience
Wisdom provides things necessary,
The New York Herald
lengthy document containing thirty-eigh- has taught Investors that this Is the
ot superfluous. Solon.
yesterday
pages. The chief point of Inter only safe way to invest in the beet published a synopsis of
t
and
est, and one to which there Is consid sugar business. It is a plan that comThe New Mexican Printing Company
legislation
and
WANTED
Bright boy to learn
erable opposition, Is the appointment mends itself to the attention of New proposed by the different passed
legislatures is prepared to do the best of brief printing trade. Advancement to right
In
Territorial
the
of
Board
Education
by
session at present, and contrary to work In
Mexico land holders and chambers of
short order and at very reas party. Apply New Mexican.
of county school superintendents In- commerce. This
Territory can raise accepted opinion, New Mexico is not onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
stead of their election as at present. the best and richest sugar beets In the far from the top among the common- have their briefs
printed rapidly and
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER,
It Is contended by the friends of the world; It can furnish cheap power, wealths seeking to restrict corporacorrectly and to present them to the
tion
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
measure that the appointment
power and influence.
of fuel and labor; it can sell large tracts
now
Court
In session here
Supreme
been repainted, and refurnished, and
these officials will take their offices of suitable landd as low as they can be
on time, should call on the New Mex
Is now one of the best in the Terriout of politics. On the other hand It bought anywhere else and all that it
The annual egg crop of the United ican Printing Company and leave
thei,
tory. They handle everything In the
is asserted that the appointment of needs Is the capital, the
wrert.
enterprise States Is worth twice the annual
eating line from both eastern and
the Territorial Board of Education Is and
of people who under- uuuuon or gom. To the avera
ma
western markets. A call will convince
In the' hands of the Governor under stand the beet sugar business to make the returns from
raising chickens are
Butchers' shipping certificates, such you that, they know the business.
the provisions of this same hill and j profitable the erection of five or six also twice as certain as from
money as are required by raw, printed in
for that reason the superintendents sugar factories In the northern
part of Invested in gold mines. But rhon Blank form
by the New Mexican I If you want anything or earth try
might just as well 'be appointed by the Territory.
gold glitters and eggs do not.
Printing Company.
New Mexlcau "ad."
A

'
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
"

o

Washington Avenue

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

FOB

PENH MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely

PA,

Mutual Insurance Company.

a

fiew York

Co., of

Rational Surety

Court, Fidelity and Public- Official Bonds Lowest Rate.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
-

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
LAC OKI IJ & GABLE,

Proprietors.

G THE

L

A

Af

I

R
E

file

sMti

rA

HOTEL
American and Enropean Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
BUatrd. Electric lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Depattment Open Dy and Nigh. Press the" Button we do the rest.

.

t-

depdnJpiVaVies

-

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One of

the Best Bfetantarts in

.'he

fcuihwest.

OPEN DAYandNIGHT
I

HANDLE THE BEST EATABLES THE
rJMARKET AFFORDS.

KANSAS CITY MEATS ALWAYS ON HAND.
FIRST CLASS SHORT ORDERS

SERVED

A LA CARTE.

Best Rooms in City; 50 Ct nts and

Up.

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza.
1

G.

LUPE HERERA, Prop.

Sun-da-

x

OUR PLAGE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

one-twe- n

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.

profes-

x

vVEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

t

t

SANTA FE, N. M

'

-

v

ADQUARTERS
fat Wesdlag

Cr4a
&

'

mmi

Haw Haarkaak

m ie mm mm mm

anti-trus-

Mercantile Stationery
HauMutaatara

M

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS
SanU Fa,

:

:

New Mcrieo.

J

MONDAY, MARCH

11,

SAXTA FE

1907,

urn

TIE FIRST PTIOPL
Fit

OF SANTA

Tht oldest banking Institution
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President

Established In 1170.

In New Mexico.

JOHN H. VAUGHN,

Cashier.

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.

Cashier.

Assistant

Capital

Uim- U- 'ed Profit

SuraltM an

(lltMti

$tt

m
Loans

Tranaacta a feneral banking business In all ita branches.

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and

Buys and sells bonds and stocks In ell markets for

lateral eecurlty.

Buys and sails domestlo

Its customers.
W
W

makes telegraahlo

transfers

and foreign
to all Farts

of money

and

exchange
of

thi

clvlllied
-

on as liberal terms as are ylven by

world

col-

any

mj..ey transnilttlng

M

a.
K

liberal aovances made on consignments

of live stock

and

Provides That It May Refund Its In
debtedness at Lower Rate of Interest Under Certain Conditions.

products.

Provided, That said bonds shall not
Ths bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and ft run for more than twenty years uor
bear Interest at a higher rate than
ilms to extend to them aa liberal treatment Ir. all respscts, as Is confive per centum per annum, nor shall
slstent with safsty and the principles of sound banking. Safety Oe. K the same be sold for less than par:
Provided, further, That, nothing In
of the public le respectfully s
posit boxss for rei.t The patronage
tnls act shall be construed as In any
manner creating any liability upon the
ilolted.
part of the United States.
Approved, February 20, 1907.
-

IDAHO

$

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWKU.,

NKW MK11CO.

I

THB MIIJTAJtY SCHOOL OF NBW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduatos of Standard EasUm
Coliegat. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comelactrlc-llghteail conveniences.
plete; ateain-heatehatha, water-workTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, J'iso per session.
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.

Session Is

R08WBIX

Is a noted health resort. 5,700 (eet above
Sunshine ivory day from SHptember to June.

RE0ENT8 Nathan Jaffa, W
Flnlay and E. A. Caboon
For particular, address

M

W.

Reed,

J.

COL.

M. Atkinson, W. A.
W. WILLSCN,

Supt

0J0 CALIEJttTE IfOT SPRINGS.

HAS LAND
FRAUD

SENSATION

Boise, Idaho. March 11. After mnnv
weens labor on the part of secret service men of the government, the fed
eral grand Jury was called to meet to
day to investigate alleged land frauds
in Southern Idaho.
Sensational m
ports are in circulation to the effect
mat some of the most prominent men
of the state are Implicated In the
frauds, which the secret service men
nave unearthed, and it is also stated
on apparently good authority that at
least one government official at Washington may be Indicted.
The alleged frauds are said io have
taken place in connection with government irrigation projects now in
progress in the state. United States
District Attorney Ruick, who has been
active in the work of discovering the
alleged fraudulent Work, rl Pol in pc in
discuss the case, but does not deny
that men very high in the councils of
the state and nation are believed to
be involved. Secret service men arrived in Boise last December and began work on the case. Two more arrived this week and it is understood
more are coming.
The action of President Rooseveit
iruur-w-

nomination of a successor to Edward
Garrett, receiver of the Boise Ian office, after the nomhtion had bejn
sent to the Senate, was the reu'k, it
is said, of the advice of the federal
court officials here, who desired Garrett's
The appointment
of Garrett's successor was mude on
the recommendation of Senato.'-elec- t
Borah, Senator Heyburn concurring.
The disclosures of alleged fraud will
have a direct bearing on the appointment of a successor to Judge
featty
of the federal court, who has resigned.
It was because of the pending Investigation that the President requested
Judge Beatty to retain the bench until the close of the March term of
court.
1

These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and. other contagious diseases, are not accepted:
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In
e

Bar-anc- a

the world. The efficacy of these wat
its has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlghfj
Disease of the Kidneys, SynhlHtlc and
Mercurial Affections, P'nfula, Catarrh,
I. a Grippe, all Fetnal I mplaints, etc.,
pic. Board, lodging cud bathing $2.50
per day; 115 per week; $50 per
month. "Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all
Seasons and is open all winter. Passengers for 0,3 Callente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
Callente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
OJo Callente, $7.40. For further par- SANTA FE TO
BUILD
ticulars, address
CONNECTING

LINE TO GULF

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OJo

H. C.

Yontz
IN

DEADER

ail

Hand

Proprietor.

Callente. Taos County,

N

.AVI

MANUFACTURER OF

exican Filigree

cut-of-

JEWELS

Paiitei China.

Repair of Floe Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navahn Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

In-

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
au

uirpt or

Btnxpnro

Topeka, Kansas, March 11. It is understood in railroad circles here that
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway Company has let a contract
for the building of the
connecting
link between Texlco, New Mexico and
Brownwood, Texas. The contract for
the building of this line is said to have
been awarded to the firm of McCabe
& Steen, the same firm
that built a
portion of the Belen
It Is
stated that actual work will
begin
within the next six 'weeks.
The building of this line has long
been contemplated by the Santa Fe
Railway company, and the completion
of the Belen
f
makes it imperative that the railway line have an outlet to the Pacific coast for their traffic
originating at Galveston and at points
further east.
The recent sale of bonds,
to $98,000,000, supplied the amounting
funds for
the building of this road, and the
parties close to the Santa Fe
management
have asserted that the line would be
built the present year, and the
awarding of the contract at this time Is no
to
those who have kept in
surprise
touch with the building
operations of
the Santa Fe.

iunuu

Cori awi StoTt Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fk Your Ster
DoHrajrvti to Any
CERRILLOS
Part of & Citys8
auadKAGAN

COAL

TRAXSriX ami STORAGE: Wt Haul ETcsrytkiaa; HeraM
rtwat js a.ta Fa. BraMch Oitca ajU Yaasa at Cttrltto W. K.
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cut-of-

SECRETARY GARFIELD
WILL VISIT THE WEST.
Washington, D. C, March 11. Secretary Garfield and lAnA fnmmi,w

er Balllnger expect to
spend
time in the West during the
coming summer, familiarizing themselves with the work of tffe Interior
department.
Secretary Garfield feels
that he can better acquaint himself
with Western conditions and
public
land affairs by personal observation
and consultation wWh Hold officers
than through official correspondence
Commissioner
Ballineer
nn.w.
stands the land question In its many
ramifications but he Is arlrendv
vinced that the public land adminis
tration can be greatly Improved both
In his office here and in outlvi-ntm.
ces, and it Is probable that as a result of his trip there will bo radical
reforms in local land offices, and-i- n
the Inspection service la the field.
consid-esabl-

--

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- - I buy my goods In gcvern-man- t
bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant
rooms In connection. Side entrance to Coronado Hotel.
c'-u-

e

AIEX1CAX,

SANTA FE, N. M.

PAGE

PERFECT CONFIDENCE

HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.
Strelcher, Raton; J. F. Fritz,
Detroit; Walter O'Brien, Albuquer
que; C. E. Johnson, Silver City; J. B.
James and wife, Fort Worth, Texas;
C. H. Patten, Denver; D, J. Herrou,
East Las Vegas; T. Ap'pletou, Washington, D. C; Alfred Jelfs, Raton;
James J. Connelly, Raton; A. Mirabal,
San Rafael; Carrol Clark, Philadelphia.
Claire.
Bessie Fletcher, Lincoln, N. M.; G.
V. Bond, Trinidad;
F. Parsons, Raton; E. G. Abraham, Albuquerque; E.
M. .Pace, New York; ,J.
B. Sparks,
Mrs.
William Mcintosh,
Chicago;
George Falcona, Mrs. Lettle Mackey,
Mcintosh; F. II. French, II. S. Army;
Isldor Gallegos, Florentino Montoya,
Las Vegas.
Normandld.
Dr.
John L. Norrls, Estancla;
George Von Balkerson, Flora Vista;
C. M. Buchanan, Anton Chlco; Frank
Blacknor, Cedar Hill; Antonio Archuleta, Jemez Springs; Miss Pearl Lee,
Miss Viola Merrill, Glorieta.
Coronado.
W. W.
Isabel Medina, Espanola;
Williams, Mountalnair; O. E. Winn,
H. M. Winn, Sterling, Oklahoma;
Sanchez, Las Vegas.

File-mo- n

WAY OUT
OF DEMING

JAIL

Do you know how
To find quick relief from backache;
To correct distressing miliary ills;
To surely cure side kidneys'?

Just

one

way

your

i

M t

Santa Fe People Have Good Reason
For Complete Reliance.

$

C. R.

The followng act of Congress
February 20, 1307, and which
is of general Interest, particularly to
residents of Taos County, Is hereby
published through courtesy of Gov.
ernor Hagerman:
AN ACT PERMITTING THE COUNTY OF TAOS, IN THE TERRI
TORY OF NEW MEXICO, TO RE
FUND ITS INDEBTEDNESS AT A
LOWER RATE OF INTEREST.
Be It enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,
That, notwithstanding anything to
the contrary in the laws of the United
States limiting the Indebtedness of
counties In the Territories, the County
of Taos, in the Territory of New Mex
ico, be, and the same is hereby, au
g thorized and empowered to refund its
'A floating indebtedness of seven thou
K sand five hundred dollars and Its
bonded Indebtedness
of
forty-twthousand four hundred dollars by an
issue of Its bonds therefor, under the
laws of the said Territory providing
for the refunding of county
i
SAWED
o

on time deposits at ths
agenv), public or private. Interest Qiiowsd
rate of three par cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.

a.
w

BILL FAVORING
TAOS COUNTY

Sm
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"52

Kennedy
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neighbors

used Doan's Kidney Pills;
Have proved their worth In many
tests.
Here's Santa Fe testimony.
Locario Ixipez, living at Alto St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, says: "1 have
never lost my confidence In Doan'H
Pills since the first day I used them.
Trouble with my kidneys caused me a
great deal of suffering for ten years.
At times I could not walk, sleep or
even He down on account of the intense pain In my back. A weakness
of the kidneys caused me to rise often
at night and daring the day I experienced difficulty in holding the secretions. Further evidence of fault was
shown by a white sediment which
they contained. I tried different rcm-mbut derived no benefit until I began the use of Doan's Kidney Pills,
a box of which I procured at The Ireland Pharmacy.
Three boxes cured
me and I had no return of the trouble
until about a year ago, and then knowing what to do I did not give it a
chance to get a hold of me as formerly
but was relieved immediately by one
havebox of Doan's Kidney Pills and I
have been well from that time on. I
certainly take pleasure in renewing
my recommendation or Doan's Kidney
Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price DO
cents.
Co., Buffalo, ?
New York, sole agents for the United
a
States.
Remember the na.ae Doan's and
take no other.
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Doming, N. M,, March 11. Two prisoners succeeded in mkaing good their
escape from the county jail here last
,
Y4
Friday night. They were C. O.
who was being held to await the
action of the grand jury for the shooting of Jack Wright, and the other was
SlKI I'an)
hmh.
a man known as "Pete," who was dojnc.
h
ing 30 days for petit larceny, The deSTUDY THE MAP.
livery was doubtless due to Cosslns.
who In some manner secured a hack
The uatural point on the new A., T. & S. P.
f
for the distribusaw, with which he cut a bar of the
WANTED
to learn tion of freight, having the advantage of (he easy grades and short route
Bright
boy
i
cage.
to the East and West, and direct com muuication
with all points in the
The jailer was absent on sick leave, printing trade. Advancement to right
Territory.
New
Mexican.
party.
Apply
and Sheriff Don Johnson was called
Wholesale houses are coming to W illard as soon as the
f
is open.
away on urgent business, leaving the
Surrounded by a fine farming coun try. The purest water in New Mexi(Homestead Entry No. 9,742.)
jail for a short time unguarded.
co. The geographical center of Tor ranee County and of New Mexico.
Notice for Publication,
Neither of the fugitives have as yet
The water point on the great A., T. & S, F. short line through New
ueen apprehended. Had the bars been Department of the Interior,
is a growing town. Willi ard will make a City. Study the Map.
of steel, saws and files would be of no
Land Office at Santa Fe., N. M.
Your opportunity Is there.
usse, but the soft iron was easily cut.
February 12, 1907.
For information, call on or address
Notice is hereby elven that Fnnstln
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M. TAYLOR,
DEMING OFFICER CATCHES
of
Quintana
Pecos, N. M., has filed
WILLARD, N. M.
DESERTER FROM FT. BAYARD. noyce of his intention to make final
r
proof in sunnort of his claim.
"
Homestead Entry No. 9,742,
Demiug, N. M., March 11. City viz.:
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
Marshal N. L. Wright received a tele made August C, 190C, for the NE
of
tcrUry and Treasurer Ns Mexico
gram Thursday of last week from section 31, "township 1G N., range 13
cheel of Mires,
Fort Bayard, apprising him of the de E., and that said proof will be made
New Mwlao.
lMPr
sertion of Private Roy E. Ellis from before the register and receiver at
n
. . AT'Uy;. .
the fort and giving him a description Santa Fe, N. M., on March 28, 1907.
MAX. FR08T.
CORBET
8MYTHE.
of the soldier. The next day Marshal
He names the following witnesses
at law. ,
Attorney
4 HyeYaulle
CM Mini
Wright captured Ellis about fifteen to prove his continuous residence
New Mexico.
Enflineers.
miles north of here. The fleeing sol upon, and cultivation of. the land,
Assaying and General Contractlag.
dier was evidently headed for Mexi viz.: Fellz Blea, Bernabel Quintana,
RICHARD H. HANNA.
u. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
co. He offered no resistance and the Martin Barela and Candido
Quintana,
at
Law.
East aide Plaza... ..Bantu IV N at
Attorney
officer turned the prisoner over to the all of Pecos, N. M.
Phone 61.
Office, Grlffla Blk.
.
.
.
commandant at the fort.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
fl. W. PRICHARD,
h. B. HOLT,
Attorney and Counselor t Law.
Law.
Attorney-a- t
In
Practices
A FAMOUS DIAMOND.
Homestead Entry No. 6,826.)
all the District Courts Lag Cruce3i
. . .
M
N
co
and fives special attention to cases
Notice for Publication.
Practices in the district courts as
Carious Incident In the HUtorr of Department of the Interior,
before the Territorial Supreme Court we21 as Defore the
v "Ul""ur,
Supreme Court of
V
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Othce, Laughlin Bit, Santa Fe, N. M. the Territory.
Ttie KOUIU.. ,..v-utthe luuua w
the ruler of Lahore and on the con
HIRAM T. BROWN,
quest of the Punjab became a posses- nacion Bonzales, of Pecos, N. M., has -"MAMUS V: REA.
'
sion of Queen Victoria in the year filed notice of his intention to make
",VIL
SURVEYOR.
New Mexico.
BaotaFe,
1850. The first authentic mention of final
r
Palace Ave. Santa re,
proof in support of his Office, Sena Blk.
Newllexiae.
this matchless gem is by an eastern claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
monarch, who refers to a "Jewel valued
made February 4, 1902, for the
CHA8. A. LAW,
ROMAN L. BACA,
the dully expenses of the SW1-- of section 14,
at
' Attorney-at-Law- .
Real Estate and Miner
township 14 N.,
or
A
two luter
whole world."
century
range 12 E., and that said proof will V. 8. Land Office Practice, a Specialty
Spanish Translator, Notary
the Persian conqueror of India, seeing be made before the
Office Griffin building, Wa
New Mexico
register and re- Olaytou,
the diamond glitter hi the turban of ceiver at Santa
Fe, N. M., on March
Avenue, Santa Fe, N, M.
the unfortunate rajah, exclaimed, with 27, 1907.
WILLIAM H. K LLEWELLYN,
rough and somewhat costly humor,
He names the following witnesses
Attorney at law.
us
in
our
turbans
let
"Come,
chauge
FRATERNAL S0CIE..L,
to prove his continuous residence
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
pledge of friendship!" The exchange upon, and cultivation of, the land,
United
States
District
Attorney.
was promptly effected. The stone fell
Gernandez Gonzales, Dolores
at last Into the hands of the British, viz.;
MASONIC.
Marcos
Donaclano
Gonzales,
Gonzales,
A. W. POLLARD,
and pending its delivery to the crown
M.
N.
of
all
Pecos,
Sir John Lawrence, afterward Lord Lucero,
Attorney at law.
Montezuma Lodge No
MANUEL R. OTERO,
District Attorney, Luna Cvdnty.
Lawrence, was made its guardian.
1, A. r. ft A. M. Recu
Register.
Now Mexico
DmuIsi
His biographer, Bosworth SmlUi, re
lar communication firii
lates a curious Incident of Its custody.
ot each month
Monday
Notice for Publication.
BONHAM A WADE,
Half unconsciously Sir John thrust it,
Masonle Hall at 7: SO
at
the
of
Interior,
In
Department
numerous
of
folds
at
cloth,
Liv..
wrapped up
Attorneys
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
p. m.
into his waistcoat pocket, the whole bePractice in the Supreme and Die
1907.
7,
March
R. H. HANNA, W. M.
rlet Courta of the Territory, in tht
ing In an Insignificant little box. lie
Notice Is hereby given that Aboniclo Probate Court tnd sefore the U. S ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
continued the work upon which he was
noengaged and thought no more of his Armijo, of Rowe, N. M has filed
Surveyor General ind U. S. Land
final
to
make
Intention
of
tice
his
He
treasure.
his
Offices.
changed
precious
Las Cruces, N. M.
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
r
clothes for dinner and threw his waistproof in support of his claim,
1, R. A. M. Regular
made
No.
Homestead
7417,
coat aside, still forgetting all about the viz:
Entry
E. C ABBOTT,
convocation 2nd Monof
little box contained in it.
February 3, 1903, for the SE
Attorney at law.
day
jf jach month at
1.1
1(1
N., Range
Some weeks afterward a message Section 10, Township
Practices In the District and Sa
Masonle HaU at 7: It
came from the viceroy saying that the E., and that said proof will be made
preme Courts. Prompt and earafal a1
9- queen had ordered the jewel to be Im- before the register and receiver at centlon given to all buslnesa.
8. SPITZ, H. P.
her.
1907.
to
18,
on
transmitted
N.
Santa Fe,
M.,
April
mediately
Santa fe
New Mexico. A.RTEITR SBLIGMAN, Becy.
In a moment the fact of his careless
He names the following witnesses
ness flashed across Sir John, but he to prove his continuous residence
A. B. RENEHAN,
fea. Santa Fe Commandery No.
slipped away to his private room upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Prwtlcea In the Supreme and Die
1. K. T. Regular conclave
and with his heart in bis mouth sent viz: Jesus Gutierres, Abelino Garcia,
trlct Courtv" Mining and Land Law
fourth Monday in eaca
for his old bearer, of whom he asked:
all
Plutarco Armijo and Andres Gold,
s Specialty. Rooms I f Sen
Bid.
month at Masonic Hall at
a
box
was
la
small
'Have you
that
of Rowe, N. M.
: SO p. m.
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
W. H. GRIFFIN, I. C.
my waistcoat pocket some time ago?"
MANUEL R. OTERO
W. H. KENKTOT, Recorder.
"Yes, sahib," the man replied. "I
Register.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
found It and put It in your chest of
(Late Surveyor General.)
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
drawers."
(Homestead Entry No. 5GG5.)
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Attorney at law.
"Bring it here," said Sir John. "Open
Notice for Publication.
New Mexico.
Santa fe
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
It," he ordered when the little box had
of the Interior,
and Mining Baalneas a Specialty on tee third Saturday of each mont'j
been produced, "and see what is In Department
Mi
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
at 7:3 o'clock ia the evening la
side."
February 26, 1907.
Maaonic Hall, south aide of Plata.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
He watched the man with tense anxIs hereby given that Faus-tinNotice
at law.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
Attorney
iety as fold after fold of the rags was
filed
N.
of
has
M.,
Ortiz,
Pecos,
taken off.
District Attorney for Second Judicial cordially invited to attend.
notice of his intention to make final
"There is nothing here, sahib," said
District
CHARLlg FRANKLIN 1ASLRT, SI.
five year proof In support of his
the old man at last, "but a bit of
Practices in the District Court an.
Venerable Master.
No.
viz.:
Homestead
claim,
Entry
the Supreme Court of ths Territory; PERCY FRANCIS KNlGHT, 14, Beo.
glass. "Sunday M agazlna.
5GG5,
made March 27, 1900, for the
also before the United States 8rem
NW
Section 20, Township 16 N,
Tiie Beit Beef.
Ceart In Washington.
I. O. O. F.
The choicest beef Is secured from a Range 12 E., and that said proof will
Albuquerque, New Mealed.
Rebe
before
and
made
the
Register
steer that is not only fat, but well
ceiver at Santa'Fe, N. M on April 3,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 1, I. O. O. F.,
supplied with lean. Quality of flesh
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
1907.
meeta every Thursday evening in Odd
Is not always Indicated by weight
' He.
Notary Public.
names the following witnesses
Fellows' Ball, San Francisco street
Office with the New Mexican
to prove his continues residence up
Keatu' M ill.
Vlaltlng brothers welcome.
Mexico.
New
Santa
Fe,
Co.,
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. G.
J. scrap of paper is all that the poet on, and cultivation of the land, viz.:
Pedro Rivera, Tonias Varela, Felix
DAVID L. MILLER, Becy.
Keats left In the shape of a will. It
OSTEOFATHV.
la dated Aug. 14, 1820. It consists of Rivera, and Crestino Rivera, all of
OR. CHARLES A. WHCELON,
ten lines of script, briefly directing; the Pecos, N. M.
B. P. O. E.
Oeteopath.
MANUEL R. OTERC,
disposal of the poet's scanty possesNo. 101 Palace Are.
Register
sions and the prospective proceeds
Santa Fe Lod6e, No. 4(0, B. P. O. 9.
Saeeeastully treata acute atid chronlt
from a sale of his writings.
0.' medicines holds ita regular seaslon on the secon '
without
diseases
drugs
I CN SELL.
'
and fourth Wednesdays of each mont
No charge for Conaaltatlon.
Your Real Estate or Bualnaaa
Bunkoed.
. m.
Phone ltf Visiting brothers are invited and wel
Homri: MI nt,
Nu
Matter
Where
Located
The elephant trumpeted loudly.
come.
NORMAN L. JUNP, . JL
"What's the trouble?" asked the Properties and Business of all kinds
A. J. FI8CHIR, Becy.
SALE.
FOR
RANCH
FRUIT
FINE
sold quickly for "ash In all parts of the
chimpanzee
One of the best fruit ranches in
"Somebody's worked the shell game United St tes. Don't wait. Wrlta to
twen
FRATERNAL UNION.
on me," replied the pachyderm as he day describing what you have to sell northern Santa Fe County, about
la
for
this
sale,
miles
from
Fe Lodge, No. 251, Fraternal
on
city,
and
ty
same.
cash
give
price
of
threw away the bag
empty peanut
at a bargain. For particulars apply to Union of America. Regular meetln&i
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
shells which had Just been handed to
Santa Fe, first and third Mondays in each month
any kind of Business or Real Estate Max. Frost, Box No. C.-him.
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hal
anywhere, at any price, write me your New Mexleo.
I can save you time
San Francisco street Visiting Frat-errequirements.
A Distinction.
and
money.
ORDER
MEAL8.
welcome.
SHORT
"Oh, must you go, my darling;'
R. L. BACA, Fraternal Master,
DAVID P. TAFF,
The best short order meals are now
Said Clementine to Joe.
' THE LAND MAN.
"Well, not exactly that, but I
Master.
being served at the Bon Ton RestauMust now begin to so!"
415 Kanaaa .iventie,
rant. The best cooks, and waiters are 3REOORIO RAEL. Trias
Woman's Borne Campnnh
KANSAS. employed at 'his place.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
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Letter heads, bill

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

head's, note

tiaair

envelopes, of all sizes printed and solo
by tbi New Mexican Printing Company at low rates and In quantities t
sun purcnaser.
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Hon. T. B. Catron is in southern
California taking a rest.
V. Bond, of Trinidad, reached
G.
the city yesterday and registered at
the Claire.
Florentino
and
Isidor Ciallegos
Montoya, Las Vegas residents, spent
today In the Capital on huslnoss.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan left yesterday
for a six weeks' sojourn In Southern
California for the benefit of her health.
Judge A. J. Abbott, U. S. attorney
for the Pueblo Indiana, attended to of
ficial business In Albuquerque yesterday.
Walter O'Brien, Territorial cattle
inspector, with headquarters in Albuquerque, was In town today on busiBALLARD'S
ness.
Attorney W. B. Childers arrived in
H0RE.310UND
the Capital on the noon train from AlPlcaeautto toko, rapid remits.
buquerque. He came on Legislative
Contains nothing Injurious.
business.
lUun;,
Councilman Harvey B. Richards, of
CROUP, SCRU THROAT,
San Marcial, returned this forenoon W
WHOOPING COUGH ANI
from his home where he spent SaturALL PULMONAKY UiicA&ti.
J.IiU J. C. Jerilvirn.Donvev,
day and Sunday.
Anton Archuleta, a settler in the
Colo., ivrltec: "I can't Kayd
onouch for iiaihid'n
vicinity of Jemez. Springs, Sandoval
fiyrup, It bai curoil
County, is visiting the city on busimy baby of tlio en nip twul rny
ness and to meet relatives.
cliiklroti of sovuro CougbH.
President Charles A. Spiess, of the
I know no better nicdieuio.
his
who
visited
Council,
Legislative
, 25c, 50c and $1.00
Las Vegas home Saturday and yesterevenday returned to the Capital last
R!!ard Snow Liniment Co.

TAILORING
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ur Tailor
ade ttlt
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Baby

wont

Department.

'

vout

Suit Yourself

ay

jivo

SAMPLES

Him

SYRUP.

Code of
er, $1.00,
7c.

Horo-houn-

Our elegant line of spring samples at hand, waiting to say hello
face
to you. We'll put a smile that wont come off all summer on the
o every man who is wise enough to come to us for his new suit.
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
There is a great, comfort in our clothes becau.se

the shoulders
are broad, the collar close fitting, and the coats are roomy, at the
same time the garments drape the figure admirably.

ing.

Children's Suits
Boys' Suits

Youths' Suits
Men's Suits
Well Made
Up

Procedure, full Leath
paper bound, 75c, postage
Aluminum

Seals

to Date

Wont Rip

Civ.'J

Notary

19Q3

liilffl got

Can't Wear Out

wS!

Pocket,

2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Xos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.60 a vol- me; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25c.
Application for Liceuse, Retail Li

ST. LOOTS, MO.

1

INCORPORATED

zen.
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leather, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c, pa
per, 14c.
Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
$9.50, postage, 45c.

wlu.,

BC

are
With London made clothes they are always loosfl. but they
do it. If you
to
time
It's
and
is
coming
comfortable.
Spring
do bo.
haven't said farewell to your winter suit, you had better
SPRING

MFMTIHiV

Mwuuni. muniiwii

1

ft or Swell dressers SHOUT

Al

Deed, The City of Sanla Fe, full
heut.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
sheet.
English,
Application for Mariage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
postage, 17c.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
pstage, 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 anl
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
Declaration lu Assumpsit, on Note,
2 sheet.
sheet.
Satisfacton of Mortgage,
shoet.
Assignment ol Mortgage,
sheet,
Lease,
Warrant to Apprlasers, full sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do

11, 1907.

MARCH

MONDAY,

I

t,.:LA&';?T,

A

fW-i- '

iL-

CHILDREN'S

BOYS'

- f... i Kali.!
2t"

SUITS

SUITS

UP

$1.60 UP

YOUTHS' SUITS

SaP'

$1.00

.

,$3

50 UP

1
sheet.
quor License,
Application for License, Game and
MEN'S SUITS
$4,00 UP
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Co!J aa! Recommended Vy
75c.
100
In
and
Book,
English
Spanish,
County Superintendents Warrant,
noon.
FISCHER DRUG CO.
50 In Book, 35c.
For Half a Centory the LeadiDg Dry Goods House in the City,
R. W. Hadden, of Albuquerque, minOUR SELECTIONS
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
rhas gone to Pittsburg,
XT
Of!
r vi
m
ing
engineer,
ti.n
adsame
sr. u.
liox aia.
t none. o... ou.
sheet.
b
Together with our hand tailored service offers you the
(j
Agreement of Publisher,
Pennsylvania, to attend the Good
cities.
in
the
metropolitan
big
of
living
people
by
sheet,
Proof
Labor,
vantages enjoyed
Roads' Convention at that point as a
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
delegate from New Mexico.
SUITS
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Colonel J. A. Wood, of Golden, man
TO
Title Bond of Mining Property,
ager of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper
heet.
Company, is spending a few days in
MADE
sheet.
Mining Deed,
He is
town on personal business.
sheet.
wednesdayTHviarch
Lease,
Mining
Hotel.
Claire
at
the
registered
ORDER
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
Myron T, Herrlck, of
heet.
H. R. Wilbur nnd A. R. Cory
of friends from
a
Ohio,
and
party
FROM
State: ,ent with
Coal Declaratory
present
Cleveland, Ohio, passed through New
Power of an Attorney,
Mexico yesterday en route to Cali
$15.00
Affidavit and Corroborating
fornia where they will remain some "A RACE FOR A
sheet.
ral Affidavit,
weeks.
TO
sheet.
New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered
Notice of Right to Water,
Furni'ire,
Dressing
George Von Balkerson, of Flora Vis
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just' Received.
ta, and Frank Blacknor, of Cedar Hill ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
$35.00.
sheet.
Property,
San Juan County, arc in town. It is
COMEDIES ON THE ROAD.
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of No
are witnesses
that
understood
they
EMBALMING AND
AND
sheet.
tice,
before the U. S. grand, Jury, now in
IT GIVES SATISFACTION EVERY
Bheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
session here.
EVERY
UNDERTAKING
WHERE FULL OF LAUGHS
Stock Blanks,
William Mclntosli, the well known
FROM START TO FINISH.
Ven
Animals
Bill
of
Sale
and
Bearing
Torrance County sheep raiser
SUIT
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
of his county, is a guest a!
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks,
him are Mrs. George Admission
With
Claire.
the
306-'Phone 10.
San Prandeco St.
50c, 75c, $1.00
GUARNTEED.
40c per Book.
Falcoma and Mrs. Lottie Mackey, also
1.
No.
Cal
'Phone
Night
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
of Mcintosh.
Ireland
Seats
at
the
Pharmacy.
and
Bond
Guardian's
Oath,
and
Joso E, Torres, treasurer
sheet.
collector of Socorro County, was
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
The New Mexican trlutnig Coniuan)
mong the interested spectators in
Legislative halls today. He arrived U prepared to furnish cards de vlslte sheet.
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
from the South at noon and registered for ladies ur gentlemen on short noPoll Tax Receipt Book, English and
lit the Claire.
tice, in first class style at reasonable
President Solomon Luna, of the prices, either engraved or printed. Cai) Spanish, 50 In Book, 25c.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
Co
i.
Bank of Commerce, at Albuquerque on the Ne
pages, 40c,
MM
who was in Silver City Saturday and
31 1.
t I ! U necurutr,
GOOD THINGS TO EAT.
Sunday on personal business, reached
Blleet,
Phone 26
Phone 26.
tW"
(Via Poitltal fVnm
thB Snilfll nil
Lease of Personal Property,
'"Assisfant U. S. Attorney Edward I
sheet.
Chattle Mortgage,
sheet.
Medler, of Albuquerque, arrived In the CONFOriv
A
AWS
s
Of
...
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
city at noon and is registered at the
of
Renewal
Chattel Mortgage,
Claire Hotel. He came to attend the
The New Mexican Printing Con
sheet.
March term of the United States court
has
facilities
and
the
pany
largest
sheet.
for the First Judicial District.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Dr. J. L, Norris, M. B. Atkinson and most modern machinery for doing all
Mortgage Deed,
1
W. C. Asher, all of Estancia, were to- kinds of Printing and Binding In first
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
class style, Manufacturers of Loose- Clause,
NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW PANCAKE rLOUR,
day in the city at work opposing the.
I passage of Councilman Dalles' Bill leaf Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Official Bond,sheet.
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
Road Supervisor ,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.
J for the reformation of Torrance Coun work a specialty Best Book Bindery sheet.
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,
in the Southwest.
sheet.
to
seat
from
the
Option,
and
ty
county
'change
Xotice of Protest,
sheet.
Estancia to Wlllard. W. C. Asher is Mining Blanks,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
also looking for a location in this city i'ostage, 45c.
i, P. Criminal Docket, sheet.
intending to go into the real estate
'BALTIMORE OYSTERS
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
business.
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Elfego Baca, Albuquerque attorPostage 65c.
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
ney, reached the city at. noon today, Criminal, $4.00.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75 Wild Animals,
sheet.
He is interested In the passage of f
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50
sheet.
law providing against discrimination
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Reof
New
Mexico
Moray's Digest
sheet.
Township Plats,
jf labor by companies and Incorpora
tions.
The bill was introduced this ports, Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Township Plats, full sheet
Retail Liquor License, 50 In Book
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Amos E.
afternoon
by
Representative
1
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Green, of Socorro, and Mr. Baca will $3.00.
Gaming License, 50 In Book, $3.00
cheet.
do his level best to punish it to a suc
Relinquishment,
S. E. Conic Plaza, Sacta Fe. Telephone No. 40. I cessful
Notification of Change in Assess
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
enactment.
3
Homestead Application,
Mrs. Bessie Fletcher, of Lincoln. ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.7
sheet.
Agreement,
sheet.
Lincoln County, is in the city. She is
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
Affidavit,
the sister of Rosario Eniilio, who was
sheet.
sheet.
convicted of murder In the Lincoln Camlng TabUs,
CUT PRICES IN
sheet.
Application for License,
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
County District Court, some time ago
FURNITURE
sheet
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
and whose case' was appealed to the
sheet.
Bond,
Desert
Appearance
Land
sheet.
Territorial Supreme Court. The court
Entry,
Rugs, Queensware,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
at Its January session affirmed the deHardware, Stoves,
sheet.
sheet.
cision of the lower court and con- (J. P.),
Bond
of
Ranges and Picture Frames,
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Affidavit,
firmed the sentence. This is to be exsheet.
Court)
of
Final
Proof
Desert
Land
on
ecuted
Entry,
the 23d of this month and
CALL AND GET PRICES.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Mrs. Fletcher came to plead with the
Bond
to
the
sheet.
4
Peace,
Keep
074b
Claimant's Testimony,
Governor for a commutation of her
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
1 brother's sentence.
fuel
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
Declaration of Application,
D. S. LOWITZKI.
sheet.
plaint,
sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
Final proof,
sheet.
sheet.
inous,
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
General Blanks.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet,
Affidavit and Order for Publication
Bond to' Deed,
sheet.
XHCO&FO&ATEB
of Notice of Contest against a
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
sheet.
Entryman,
nd beyond any donbl
To prove unquestionably,
Poll Books for Town Election,
Final Homestead Proof,
full
that Catarrh of the nose and throat can be cured,
I am furnishing patients through drugglstl, small pages, 40c.
sheet.
frea Trial Boies of Dr. Snoop's Catarrh Cure.
Official Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
I do this because Iain to certain, that Dr. Snoop's
Sheep Contiacts,
Catarrh Cure will bring actual substantial help.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75. 1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
Nothing certainly, is so convincing as a physical
test of any article of real, genuine merit. But that
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
article must possess true merit, else the test will
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50 Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Dr.
advance
it.
than
rather
Snoop's
condemn,
Catarrh Cure is a snow white, healing antiseptic In Book, Spanish, 25c each.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
Or
balm, put up in beautiful nickel capped glass jart
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
sheet,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
at 60c. Such soothing agents as Oil Eucalyptus,
sheet.
Thymol, Menthol, etc.. are incorporated Into a
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
tainer,
velvety, cream like Petrolatum, Imported by Dr.
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
Shoop from Europe. If Catarrh of the no9e and pliego.
l
extended
to
then
the
has
stomach,
Fianza Oflclal y Juramento,
throat
I
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Let us tell you more about it IF INTERESTED
means also use internally. Dr. Shoop' s Restorative
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Stomach distress, a lack of general strength, pliego.
Documento Garantlzado,
bloating, belching, biliousness, bad taste, etc,
plego.i sheet.
surely call for Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Wood-Davi- s
Hardware
extensa
Documento
Garantizadd,
Warrafit, '1-- sheet.
For uncomplicated catarrh only of the nose ant
IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators
throat nothing else, however, need ba used but forma entera, pliego heno.
sivet.
Commitment,
Certiftcndo de Matnmosslo, 10c cada
Attachment Affidavit,
uno.
Attachment Bond,
sheet
Formula de Enumeraclon,
Attachment Writ,
pliego
sheet.
ess
Contrato Entre los Directores
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
pliego.
z
Preceptores,
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego.
sheet.
Execution,
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50,
sheet.
Summons,
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
LIbros de, Recibos Supervisors de
sheet.
t
Subpoena,
Blocks Produced.
Reference: Quality
We make a specialty of PBVEIOPING, PRINT
Camlnos, 26c.
.'Sheet.
J. P, Complaint,
Escritura de Renuncla,
INO and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Promp
pliego.
sheet.
Capias
Complaint,
PATTERNS
NEW
FACE
OUR
SEE
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Search Warrant,
sheet
Attention. Send for Catnloeua.
Spanish Blanks.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
Auto de Arresto,
gjliego.
326 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 510 S. Broadway.
Auto de Prlslon,
Exclusive Sale of
pliego.
Declaraclon Jurada,
pliego.
Certificado de Nomforamiento,
. "GOOD ROOMS."
The Price of Peace.
Don't Iorget our targe And complete
v
pliego.
The New Mexican can do printing
You can get a good room at the
The terrible Itching and smarting,
One of the Kind '
All
Flcnza OBcial,
pliego.
equal to that done in any of the large bindery and job department.
Incident to certain skin diseases, la Urttal Vripmanitla at a vrv .mnrtorafo
of work handled In the most
I
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
Our
solicitor:
cities.
Every
piece
For
Watch
or
month
week
My
the
Opening.
almost instantly allayed by applying price, either by
perwork we turn our. Try our work once manner. Oue trial make you
220 San Francisco, Street.
CVaniberlaln's Salve. Price 25 cents, You will be gainer by calling there, I
Mrs. Lvno
!
and roil will certainly come again .,.W.e manent cuitomer.
(Coutlnued on Page E.)
tiofore engnglng rooms elsewhere
sale by all druggist
Representative Robert Martin, of
Sierra County, was a sojourner in Aand yesterday,
lbuquerque' Saturday
and returned to the Capital this fore-

'

CLOTHES
tailHold their shape permanently because each part Is hand
ored aud each yard of cloth undergoes a rigid Inspection before
being made up.
OUR

f

2

....

OPERA HOUSE
One Night

(CHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.

Non-Min-

2

4

A SPECIALTY.

P'fPN

SALMON

2

q. s.

WINTER GROCERY CQ.

KS

j

rot

FULL LINE OF

WE NOW HAVE

EASTERN CANNED GOODS

I

Fruits and Vegetables

i

jpjrc

.fir COMPANY

4

ALSO

of All Kinds in

Season.

j

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
'FRESH

e

"M. V." BUTTER

j

3-

e

2

e

I

A

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

4

Specialty.

i

I

Clos ids Out

2

Headqtatets for

2

Sale!

2

2

Plumbing and Heating

2

2

2

2

Relative amount of

JIJ

4

consumed to warm

a 9 room house

f

CATARRH

2

2

2

2

H. B. Cartwbight & Bro.

2

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS

2

e

tin. Floer zed

2

Potato.

Stationery.
Patent ftadisia and tirocora' Sundrioa.

4

4

I

i

4

4

Col

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

unr m.u.u.

Dr. Shoo

4

9.

Catarrh Curo

2

jSahta Fe Concrete Block Company
tf

2

2

GEO. S.

4

4

4

THE GOLD MEDAL HAT

.;

2

2

ZBLTJiM

1, PROP.

MARCH

MONDAY,

11,

8ANT.A FE NETJ MEXICAN,

1907,

FE,

w

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.
An institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in Its own grounda of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mesilla Valley,

in
There is no pin t of the home, that should receive more attention,
equipping the same, than the kitch en.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, and much of the happlne ss of the home depends on the ability
of the cook, for whether we are epi cures or not, good cooking Is India- pens-able-

An
household, uses
is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a
and this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you
their utility and merits will be ob

ROOM FOR OUR NEW SPRING GOODS

"ROME

Men's $10.00 Suits for $5.75
Men's $18.00 O'coats $13.50
Men 's $20 Raincoats $14.50

N. M.

LEAVE YOUR MEASURE NOW FOR YOUR NEW SPRING SUIT. OVER 400
FROM THE BEST TAILORS ON EARTH. SUITS FROM $18.00 TO $50.00.

It Is Much Cheaper

DR. DEIMEL

METAL

LINNEN MESH

VV VVV

Vfc

I

Santa Fe Livery Stable

?

TIIEOTJOttE CORKICK Proprietor.

f
8

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

ROOD 8ADTJLE

CARRIAGE SERVICE
HORSES

FINE RIGS

Jt

FIRST-CLAS-

S

'PHONE 132.
S

S

X WXSS

j

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
WSW SWSX WX

XSSSS&

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES

OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS

ACCOUNTS.

If you have any spare cash lying
around, make haste to place It in the
hank where it is not only safe from
hurglars and fire, hut where It also
draws interest.
'

Bury seeds la the rounds and they
but cash is apt
grow and increase
to decrease very quickly if treated
in the same mamer. Plant, your
money in a. safe bank and watch It
grow.
gives a comfortable feeling to
that you have a crop of money
coming on. Start a savings account
and feel that way.
Tt

know

LIVERY STABLE
...

8

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURR1ES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

I

I

St. Patrick's day this year falls on
Sunday.
Mrs. J. L. Seligman, who has been
seriously indisposed with la grippe, is
'
improving.
Elks' ball tomorrow night at the
sevenPalace, tickets including supper
cents.
ty-five
WANTED
Bright boy to learn
printing trade. Advancement to right
party. Apply New Mexican.
District court for the county of
Union opened today at Clayton, Chief
Justice W. J. Mills presiding.
United States Commissioner' J. P.
Victory has removed his law offices
into the new Laughlin Block on San
Francisco Street.
Tomorrow evening the Elks will
4ive a ball at the Palace Hotel which
iuitsing from the sale of tickets will
afeclipse any of their former social
fairs.
The United States grand jury at the
present term of the court in this city
will likely be in session all this week
as there Is considerable business yet
to come before it.
The regular monthly convocation of
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch
Masons, will be held this evening at
Masonic Hall, commencing at 7: HO
o'clock.. Visiting Royal Arch Masons
are cordially invited to be present.
Assessor M. A. Ortiz is ready to
furnish tax schedules to property owners and to see those whose duty it Is
to file returns of their property for taxable purposes. The schedules can be
procured at his office in the county
court house.
The way of Santa Fe's superfluous
dog population being conducted by the
police is progressing steadily. As a
result nearly all of the fine dogs In the
Capital have been licensed and about
twenty of the curs have been shot.
the police say they
By
will have killed off every dog who does
iiot have a license tag on its collar.
A clever comedy creation, enriched
by a new literary style, clear cut. come
dy and the clearly marked drawing of
individually interesting type of character, called "A Race for a Widow,"
comes to the opera house Wednesday
night. While this play is filled with
genuine comedy from start to finish
it has a plot of considerable strength.
this
A snlendld comnany has made
play a great success.
Sometime Saturday night while th
handsome new cab of Theodore Coi- tick, the San Francisco Street livery
man, was standing at the Santa Fe
depot, awaiting the arrival of the late
train from the South, vandals placed
some unknown substance giving off
an odious Bcent, on the cushions or
the Inside of the cab which serve ! to
put the carriage out of business all
day yesterday. It was necessary for

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.

intering and Leaving Santa

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

"TURQUOISE" ENAf.iELED WARE.

"LA CROIX"

'ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

IMPORTED

COOK'S

SAMPLES

TO

URING

STOCK-BOILER-

AND

MEAS-

GCUPS.

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

'GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

"DAISY" STEAK

'AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

SELECT
POUNDERS.

UNDERWEAR

TO

BE FOUND

ONLY AT THE

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

CHAS. CLOSSON.

REAL

BOSTON

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Eastbound leaves Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. m.
No. 420.

TOPEKA & SANTA
Lamy Branch-Arriv-

FE- -

e

If you come to us for clothes, you need not be anxious
about your appearance. We sell Hart, Schaffner & Marx
clothes, and that means quality and style.

'PENINSULAR"

ENAMELED

RANGES.

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

The New Mexican Printing
Com
OAK BUFFETS.
pauy has on hatd a large supply oi MISSION LIBRARY FURNITURE,
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children,' lawyers, mer MAHOGANY MUSIC CABINETS.
ARTISTIC HALL TREES,
A Pertain O'ire for I'VvprlMtni."
chants and also for home use, which
Ii r,
o
II
on
ila
fmisliputiiiM.
BIRDS
EYE
MAPLE
Tei'lliiua
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pouutl
BED ROOM
Ntoiniu'h TriiuhtrM,
liiHordnrN, mil I) imt'Mliw ai.d
SETS.
OAK CHINA CABINETS.
Mother Gray, AVoi'iim. Tlwj
cheaper If ordered in larger quan
nil
ii'CU,
At
Ormfimts,
noun.
in
A
OhiUlNtirsein
tities. These tablets are made from
KniunlB mailed FKKH. AiMrnw,
N
Neu York City. A. S. OLMSTED, Le Roy.
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
it to be thoroughly fumigated. The your
money's worth when buvlng
trick was a contemptible one.
James
McHughcs.
Saturday night
Ws take nleasnre In nlaclne at. the illsnosiil of onr nnlrona. thp scrvlws
The New Mexican can do printing
saw what he believed
of our Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J. Crowley
in
to
done
that
cf
the
equal
any
large
to be the body of a man in Burro Alcities. Our solicitor: Every piece ol wno nas nan wine experience in tmsspnere of activity, in New York City
loy lying face downward in the dust. .'ork we turn out.
Try our work once and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
He walked to the spot and found that
We will, be pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.
and you will certainly come again. We
man
dead
not
the object was a
though
have
all
the
facilities
out
for
turning
as he at first supposed. The person
one of
every class of work,
prone in the street was an inebriate tho best binderies In including
the west.
to a high degree and in addition was
also blind. There are three blind men
LEGAL BLANKS.
in Santa Fe who make it a regular
(Continued from Page 4.)
practice to get drunk and sleep in the
streets. Chief McHughes took the
blind man home and placed him In
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
bed. He then began an investigation
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
to find out who sold him the liquor, Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
It is his purpose hereafter when one
Bill of. Sale Range Delivery,
of these blind men becomes intoxt sheet.
cated to either force the salootilst who
Authority to Gather, Drive and HansellB the liquor to care for the
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorone or else submit to arrest.
ded Brand,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and HanWANTED
Girl for general house dle animals Not Bearing Owner's Rework. Apply to Mrs. Chas. L. Bishop, corded Brand,
sheet,
9
4
9
Bower St.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Herewith are some bargains offered Mortgage, full sheet.
Com- ? Certificate of Election,
by the New Mexican Printing
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep Miscellaneous.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover rocket
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading fivms, 3S; Missouri Code Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
WHOLESALE
Pleadings, $6; the two for t.10; Adapfr each.
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
and
Mexico, 1899, 1301, and 1903, English each.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each
RETAIL.
Contract Between Directors and
leather, $3; Sherd's Flexible-Cove- r
sheet.
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or Teachers,
nt.ALERS
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuTeachers'
In3
to
sheet
Nos.
Court
10,
Monthly
Report,
preme
Reports,
'
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- Prices.
On
or
.05
$
sheet each
Minporation Laws "75c; Compilation
10
Full Sheet, each
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
25
Sheets, per dozen
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.00;
36
Sheets, per dozen
full list school blanks.
THE ONLY tXCLUaMYf JA!M HOUSE IN tANTA PC, KIW MEXICO.
65
Full Sheets, per dozen
1.75
hundred
Sheets, per
The New Mexican Printing Company
Sheets, per hundred...... 2.50
has prepared civil and criminal dock4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
ets especlallv for the use of Justice
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
of the peace. They are especially
On an order of 500 hundred
ruled, with printed headings, In elthe price. customers' business
card will
blanks,
recof
made
or
good
English,
Spanish
be printed under filing without extra
bound
ord paper, strongly and durably
cost.
with leather back and covers and canSize of Blanks.
vas, sides, have full index In front and
inches.
Sheet, 7x8
the fees of Justices of the peace and
x 14 inches.
Sheet, 8
In
on
first
the
full
constables printed
Full Sheet, 14x17 Inches.
The pages are 10x6 Inches
page.
Cash Must Accompany All Orders-Signs- ,
much the largest wet vsi hate
cm Vnsiawi. To bare cur
These books are made up 'n civil and
Card Board.
criminal dockets, separate of 32
"Board"
each
...10c
tfDHtoiueri
8. Spits
atattamt ai
saj to their
oages each, or with both civil and
"For Sale"
10c each
criminal bound In one book, 80 pagei
each
10c
"Lodging"
can b relies! npoa" i tfea
MeoHmii5aiio w f sh tirifa
civil and 320 pages criminal. To In"For Rent or Sale"
25c each
troduce them they, are offered at the
tot Beliability in ur watchword and
"Board and Lodging". .... ,25c each
erj al v mak if cloaed
following low prices:
"Minor's Law"
50c, each
$2.75
Civil or criminal....".
50c each
"Livery Law"
only after th purchate proTea entiwly lotijiwstorj, It is a groat
Combined civil and criminal.... $4.00
"English Marriage Laws" 60c each
g tiifwtioii to
For 45 "ents additional for a single
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
Hj at e ii U ilia, litxg wiUU tarata wiik
docket, or 65 cents additional tor a School Blanks.
it dm f
c mblnatlon docket, they will be sent
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportionment
of
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
Watches, Jewelry, Diamond..
sheet.
Certificate,
Certificate of Apportion,
sheet
The New Mexican Printing Company
Contract for School Teacher,
is prepared to do the best of brief
onable rates. Lawyers whodesire to sheet.
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
HENRY KRICK
Supreme Court now In session here
8ole Agent F,or
on time, should call on the New Mextheir
ican Printing Company and leave
Ump's St. Louis Beer
257 San Franolioo Street
orders.
Malla orders promptly attended to
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. St
1

Bri-a-

t

Plumbing Deparment

Phone 83.

im BSCH

2

2

4

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

4

SALT and sEEDs.

4

4

fIW

2

M

YOUR GOOD WILL
h

fri.4,

h

frj tat

ttnirt,

.10:40 a.
6:60 p.
... ...
.. .. ..11:15 p.
Depart from Santa Fe Station.
r. ';. 8:15 a.
No. 720
4:20 p.
....
So, 722
7:40 p.
So. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers.
ind 2 east and No. 3 limited west

No. 721. .
No. 723. .4
So. 725

. . . . ,

.

.

.

.'.

. .

.

........

........

Lamy.
No. 724 conects with No. 1 west
--

amy.

m.
m.
tn.

b

2

2

A.

F. gpiegelberg- flleun

SODA WATER!

m.
m.
m.

SQPTT'T

sheet-Teache-

at Santa Fe Station.

BDS5

BEAN POTS.

IMPERIAL
"LISK'S"
ROASTERS,

Qvt Furniture Department Offers

4

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:20 p. m.
arrives Santa
No. 2. Northtound
Fe 5:40 p. m.

ATCHISON,

IK

AND CAKE

2

'

YOU'LL SHINE

EGG

"ANTI RUST,"

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,

"cll!lil!!.lcs

SPARKS, Mamger.
V

'BUFFALO" STEAM

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

Be-le-

KV

TEA AND

KNIVES.

ii aherd ashery

Santa Fe

o,

VVVV

WARE,"

COFFEE POTS.

MAKERS.

good deal quicker
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pue-btTrinidad. Katon. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo, Albuq' crque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with there places. Terms more reasonable th.i the telegraph.

VV

some of these articles, we feel sure
vious.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED GRATERS 'BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

and much more sat-

!

date appliances, for, "That which to- necessity," in this progressive world,

Hete are a Few Suggestions

Men's $12.00 Suits for $8.00

LUTHER FOSTER, President

Cell!,

IKE

TO

mechanic arta,
In agriculture,
Four full
college course
domestic science and general science; short coursog in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $0,000 worth ol equipment. A laculty
ol 30 Instructors; 230 students now In attendance.
Military instruc:
tlon by an officer of the U. S. Army.
Large parade an . athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude ot 3,800 feet.
(P. O.) Agricultural

Timely Suggestions

Closing Out Sale on
lien's Suits and
mmmm
Overcoats

THE NEW MEXICO

A

PAGE FIVE.

JT. M.

EffitflHHSfi

mington

Any Flaver You Deslra.
Wo will deliver Soda Water in any
quantity to any part of toe city.

BOITLING WORKS,
Telephone No.

CITY

10

Rag, Wax,. Feather and -- men Drawn Work,
and Other Gem.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnet
MOTTO:
.To Have the Best of Everything In iur Line.

Blanket, Baskets,
OUR

88

at
at

No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
f Main Line Via Lamy.
No, 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Tamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No. 3 from the

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
--

in city.
The only
Second to none in Territory.
artists : : :
Four
$1.50
Electrical Baths .
.25
Other Baths . . . . . ,
Parlors located Weft Side Plaaa
W. H. KERR, Pioprielot
first-clas-

first-clas-

s

s

...

TIJIS WEEH OUR SPECIAL SALE OF.

Ladies Muslin Underwear.
The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown in This City.
UO

ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
IBFTOVER8 FROM LAST 8BA80N.
Entire Line Sold at Eastern Retail Prices

ADO LP H SELIGMAN.

BANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Santa Fe Central

Rail-

INDUSTRIAL

way Company

Effective

Thursday

Nov.

ri

'

1

1

g

4P w WX

'i

0

fe

15

41

ii

v
p

61

m
8)

jlitl

'i,W. .T.SnuU F...Arr
Kfiinody.... ""
"
Stuulev....
" .... .Morlarty ... "
"
Uclnttwh... "
"
Kitnncm.... "
"
Wlllnrd... "

4Wip
4 2S.
8

Iter?

Mlj
2i "

6 55

H

Statiom.

2;'fll
3 :w

1906.

North Bouud

,'oiitb Humid
No

29,

farming is gaining rapidly In Germany, Italy and other European countries.
The New Zealand government is
compelled to supply work at $2 a day
to all who apply.
There were 25,811,081 spindles in the
1,732 establishments engaged in spinning cotton In the United States last
year, of which only the Insignificant
number of 501,CS3 spindles, or a little
more than half a million, were Idle.
Piano and organ mnkers In convention nt Chicago took up the proposed
plan of establishing a union piano factory. It was referred to the general
executive board, which will draw plans
and submit the matter to the referendum vote of the 10,000 members.

llf An... .Torrance.. Lve

T,-

No

i

MOp

,0Ni 4 80 p
6,370 3 IK) p
6,260 4 6J p
8,175 a 3) p
05 P
6,140
IS ,0 P
6,1
8,47f 11 00 a

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman bertha secured bywlre.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Crande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At
with El Paso & Southwestern
System.

PLANTS

Tor-rane- e

S. B. GRIMSHAW,

General Freight and Passenger Agent.

A

DUEL IN THE
OLDEN TIME
Original.

elp.ils fell to with rapiers. It was" not
long before two of the seconds entered
the fray, then two others and nt last
the third pair. One of the principals
mil two of the seconds were killed
The rest were severely or slightly
wounded. Renadot among the latter.
As soon ns the nITnir had ended he
entered his carriage and was driven
away to the house of the De Uueils.
Reaching it, he entered and climbed to
the room where he had been taken by
Ihe servants.
Entering, there were
two Renadots. He who entered threw
away his mask and stood before the
other ns Mile, de Iliieil.
"Is it you who have disgraced inei

M

EXCURSIONS

meat-cutte-

1

Fran-troubl-

Up to date

emington

Standard Typewriters

7 and
f

....

PUBLISHERS . .

BOOK BINDERS

8

lu sugar, pickle their plums aud sail
cherry blossoms to Inf'isa ns tea. They

Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank BooksRecords
and Briefs for Lawyers.

THE

The line of

The training of the young Newfoundlands that are periodically added
to the staff Is one of the sights of
Paris. It takes place in the headquarters of the agents plougeurs, a small
building on the quayside not far from
the Cathedral of Notre Dame. Dogs
and men enter into the exercise with
eest, and there Is usually a crowd of
onlookers. Only dummy figures are
used, but tho; "rescue" is nevertheless
a very realistic affair. The big dogs
know perfectly well what the exercise
means, and they wait with comle enthusiasm uutll the dummy Is thrown
Into the water and an agent plongeur
rushes out on hearing the splash and
the outcry of spectators. While the
men are busy with lines and life buoys
the dog plunges Into the water, swims
to the dummy, watches with rare Intelligence for an opportunity to get an
advantageous hold, and then It either
swims ashore or waits for its master,
who brings to the rescue long poles,
cork belts and the like. The more experienced dogs, however, will easily
effect a rescue from first to last without human assistance, and It Is an Inspiring sight to watch them looking
for a foothold on the slippery sides of
the river bank and pulling the heavy
dummy Into a place of safety.
It takes about four months to train
the dogs efficiently.
They are also
charged with the protection of their
masters when attacked by the desperate ruffians who sleep under the
arches of the bridge in summer. Thus
In Paris the police dogs are a proved
uecess. Century.

Ms railway from Raton to Cimarron, N..
now open for
Due notice will

M., Including the Koehler Branchy Is
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.

be given of opening of other extensions.
DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

Train

DIsL from

No. L

Ratnn

a

30
4 40
8S
4 35
5 00
5 20
5 45
5 lis
8 20
0 45
4

.

p, iu.

p. m.
p. ui,
p. m.
p. in.

'

Leave (a)
Leave

Raton
Clifton

....Arrive U

13

Arrive

Preston

...Leave

20
23
33

r.eave
Arrive

7

p, m.

p. in.
p. m.
p. in.
p. in,

rftl
No, 8.

-

STATIONS

Koehler June . .Arrive
Koehler
Arrive
Leave
Vermejo.
Cerrososo
Leave
.Cimarron
Leave

.......

Leave (c)
Leave
Arrive

41

47

Arrive

12 30 p.
01 p.

u.

m.'

11 40 a. at
11 10 a. in.
11 30a. ni,
10 2S a. m.
9 45 a. in,
9 28 a. m.

Connects with El Paso & South western Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
In Dawson, N.. M., at 0:10 p. m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123; leaving
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry,
Track Connection with A T. & S. F. Ry.
(b)
Livery Service to Van Iloitten, N, M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. ft S. W. Ry.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W- A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
-

RATON,

NEW

MEXICO.

Roswell Automobile Co,
Mall and Pussenger Lino between
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N, M.,

Island train due at 2 a. tn.
Running time between the two
at
Jally Sunday included, connection points 5 hours, meals furnished
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge.
md Santa Fe Central Hallways.
Excursion parties accommodated by
Leave Roswell at p. m.
notifying the company two days In
Leave Torrance en arrival of Rock advance.
1

Thing; to Bay In bulk.
"One of the greatest savings in the
imall necessatles is to get them by
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best known and
the wholesale," advised a dressmaker,
Best Machines for all purposes on the market.
"Shields, ribbons to run in underwear
to
with
latter
the
make
Two of the best known and best
and the muslin
India'. IVnrl Ffolirrlta.
asked In machines for all. purposes on the
Address all communications and Id
India's pearl fisheries have been fa- are all much below the prices
some market.
qulries to ine
mous from the remotest time. In the retail shops, aud by finding
to halve the purchases
Persian gulf the Industry has existed friend willing
and expense tills way of buying Is easfrom the days of the Macedonians.
ily possible. Laces can be bought for
much less, but three dozen yards of
Old It Oman 4 ooUIuk.
The redeemlug feature of Roman either edging or insertions are In each
and these will not be divided
cookery was that absolute cleanliness packet,
.
.
.
.
was Insisted on. Vegetables were on (or the customer. In the muslin the
to
run
from
twelve
forty
yards
no account to be cut with a steel or pieces
Iron knife, silver, gold or amber being or more, and the shields are by the
de rlgueur in all high class kitcbeua. dozen. The ribbon must be bought by
The saucepans used were of silver or the piece, but this last is the usual
of gold, while tinned saucepans were manner of purchasing the narrow
width."
used by the poorer classes.

Roswell Automobile Co

Roswell,

1

European Language!.
It Is said by philologist that there
are thirteen original European languagesthe Greek, Latlu, German, Slavonic, Welsh, Blscayau, Irish, Albanian, Tartarian, lllyrlan, Jazyglan, Chau-claud Fiimic.

u

Larffeat Mnalc School.
For years the New England Conservatory of Music has beea the largest
music school In the world. Every state
and territory In the Uulou, every for
eigu civilized country, the islands of
the East and West Indies, Japan, Korea, China, Slam, Hindustan, farther
India, Egypt, various other parts ir
Africa and many of the smaller Pacllle
Ides have been represented In the catalogue of students.

II

l

ne Feet.

Burning feet are most unpleasant
Rnd not only make a woman miser-Ablbut cause her to pucker up her
face Into numerous fret lined nnd so
rob her of the pretty, cheery light
which makes a woman so lovely. Every night bathe the feet well with bet
water to b)eh ordinary washing soda
lias been added.
Dry thoroughly mid
apply this powder: Five grams of powdered alum, five grams of salicylic
add, sixty grams of powdered talcnin,
rubbing It well Into the feet.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.'

Situations of ail kinds Secured. Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged,
ttoney Lent on Approved Security.

BENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

(Homestead Entry No. 6,164.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
' March 1, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Mrs
Paz B. Mente, devisee of Charles A.
Muller, deceased, of Cowle, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
r
final
proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead entry No, 6,164
made January 30, 1901, for the W 1
of SE
of SW
of Section 1, B
of Section 2, Township 17 N
Range 12 E., and that said proof will
be made before the register and receiver at Santa Fe N. M., on April 11,

Easiness of

r,ts Attended to.

Non-Resi-

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room Hocse. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Ffmt Trees.
--

193

Palaen Avana

CT ROUTE

i
gnre of It.
ol
She kept a little X ray In the corner
her eye
To use upon occasions that were natural-

TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

w'henho shot a glance at her she knew
'twas luve's own dart,
For she saw It when It etarted from the
bottom of his heart.
Judge.

Bo

CULINARY

COMPANY.

31

Wallinir Wealth.
There Is in the strong rooms of one
of the oldest private banks lu Loudon
"was to take advantage of every little a
large quantity of Jewels, plate and
come
to
along.
that
happened
thing
other valuables which was deposited
serior
gay,
Whatever It might be, sad
for safe custody by French refugees
ous or merry, I squeezed a joke out of
before the outbreak of the revshortly
it. At first they were very poor, but olution.
Several of the
after a great deal of labor I found my claimed their belongings afterdepositors
the coup
I
of
of
humor
brand
Improving. True,
d'etat, but the present deposits are still
ten made my best friends my deadly
awaiting clulmunts and probably alenemies and turned every man's hand ways will.
against me on more than one occasion,
but at last I triumphed. I won't tell
It Depends.
you what my salary Is you may not
Follette (recently married) A man is
can
take my called a "Benedict" when he Is marbelieve me. But you
word for It, young niuu, that there's ried What Is a girl called under the
money In making Jokes." Now York same circumstances?
Anna (also reTost.
cently murricd) Well, it depends altoA DYSPEPTICS HORROR.
gether on what she marries! Life.

Laurltzen's Health Table Malt with
each meal, he would soon find that he
could eat anything. It's the best tonic
In the world for a weak stomach,
CO.
H. S. RAirNB
Phone 2d'
TTV WOTTLTNO WORrtX Pina
K

Nbw piexfoo Employment Bureau

REALTY

lie JoUe Maker.
"The way I learned my trade," said
the man who makes Jokes for a living,

Is solid food. In nine cases out of ten,
however, if the man with a weak stomach would take a glass or two of Dr.

New Mexico

.

AND

Toddy.
The word "toddy" Is generally supposed to be of Scotch origin, but It
comes from the Ilindoostanee. "Tardi"
Is the Juice of the cueoauut, which when
fermented Is a fiery Intoxicant

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

CONCEITS.

Leftovers of cold chicken make delicious fritters wnen mixed with n.n ordinary fritter batter and fried in deep

Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Jtnan country of Colorado.
For information as to rtles, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address

fat.
Melted butter used for basting Is
used iu the proportion of one
of butter melted to one cupNI
of hot water. Keep hot while using.
Celery salt Is nice with fried apples,
aud so Is a bit of onion. Use this dish
g a vegetable, relish or appetizer with
eold meat and bread aud nutter. It can
'
be quickly made.
For a savory potato dlsTi slice uncooked potatoes thin, sprinkle them
lightly with minced onion, cover with
milk, season with salt and pepper and
1907.
,
bake until very tender, adding milk
He names the following witnesses
from time to time as it boils away.
to prove his continuous residence
An excellent way to bake codfish,
the
viz:
land,
upon, and cultivation of,
breaks Into flakes so readily, Is
which
Teodoro Villes, Casimiro Galiegos and
a sheet of white paper, lay
to
butter
Atanacio Galiegos, of Cowle, N. M.j
the steak on It, butter It, sprinkle It
Llzardo Richmond, of Pecos, N. M.
with lemon and onlou juices, salt and
MANUEL R. OTERO.
pepper, wrap securely and bake on the
Register. rack of the tlsh pan for half an hour.
table-spoonf-

8. K. HOOPER, G. P. 4 T. A.,
Denver, Colo 5,

F. H. McBRIDE,
.

Agent

Santa Fe, N. M.

five-yea-
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DAILY

7HEN in need of
V thing on Earth tty a
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will positively bring results.

frifitin

NEW

rAfiUFACTUI(ERS

All Work Guaranteed
AT LOWEST

MEXICAN
ADDRFSS

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
EL NjJEVO MEXICANO Spanish

i

BLANK BOOK

Publishers of

Best Equipped and Fost FJodern Book Bindery in the Southwest

Railway Company.

One

eat candy and other sweeis at the sain
time with their soups, fish and vegeta
bles. The more noise they make In the
chewing of food the greater Is the compliment to the host.

he few rHexiau

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY

In Entlng.

The Japanese preserve their potatoes

WWTS

....

FLOWERS.

Three ounces of soda to a gallon of
water makes an excellent bath to Induce growth In plants.
Fifty degrees Is the lowest temperature at which most Indoor plants can
bo successfully grown.
The reason begonias always make
suitable plants for the window Is because they can adapt themselves to almost any conditions.
To revive flowers sent by post plunge
the steins Into hot water and let them
remain until the water Is cold. Then
cut the ends of the stems afresh and
put the floivers into fresh cold water.

Jap Oriilltle.

"What's that you say Mile, noute-for- t
Second class colonist rates to CaliIs more beautiful than Mile, de
fornia, Mexico, and the Northwest, on
Lafayette?"
sale dally from March 1st, until April
"I maintain that Mile, de Houtefort
30th, and September 1st, until October
Is far more beautiful than Mile, do
$25 to Cali31, 1907. Very low rates.
fornia. $21 to Mexico, And similar
Lafayette."
low rates to the Northwest.
"Very weil. There!" And the first
For further information apply to
speaker drew bis glove gently across
G. H. DONART, Agent.
the face of the second.
Santa Fe, N. M.
a
"Gentlemen," said
youth standing
by, "I wish to be one of the seconds In Here, run your sword through inj
heart."
tbU meeting."
"I have not disgraced you. You
"Bah a stripling like you!"
know how my father has taught me
"You know of the cardinal's edict
to fence. Well, I went to the dueling
and remember the execution of the
ground as you, only I wore my brothsecond
for
and
his
Count de Bouteville
er's clothes. They asked why I was
fighting a duel. Well, if you don't ac- masked, and I told them a pretty story
cept my services I will Inform on you, of your sweetheart having reported
WANTED A first class
and you will go to the Bastille Instead your Intention at the Palais Cardinal.
Must be honest, sober, active and
We seconds were soon engaged, I understand
f to the dueling ground."
groceries also. Good salwhom
awkward
an
fellow,
against
'Tut him on the list."
ary. Apply at New Mexican Office.
All
life.
him
his
This was preliminary to one of thou- disarmed and gave
Paris will be talking tomorrow of your
RENT
FOR
sands of duels so prevalent In France
Eight room house
magnanimity."
with bath, also stable and two buggy
In the early part of the seventeenth
"I shall tell all Paris how I have sheds. Possession
given March 1.
century. Indeed, they were so preva- been treated," moaned the boy.
of Wagner Furniture Co.
Inquire
Richelieu,
Cardinal
so
that
fatal,
lent,
"And get laughed at for your pains."
virtual ruler, fearing all the gentlemen
The young man thought Intently for
WANTED A good hustler in every
In the kingdom would be killed, pro- a few moments and then asked.
town to sell our perfect water filters,
inone
no
that
"And
you
suspects
mulgated an edict against dueling and
retailing from $1.50 to $8.00; 100 per
when It was broken by De Bouteville stead of I fought?"
cent profit to agents, exclusive terri"No, and no one will know It unless
of the famous family of Montmoreuci
tory. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
tell."
you
made an example of blm at the block.
face wore a curious expression
His
Neither of the speakers, two officers of as he
WANTED Men to learn the bar
stepped forward and embraced
ber trade; wages earned while learnthe army, cared anything for the her.
ANNIE STOKE SYKES.
ing; constant practice, expert instrucbeauty of the two young women men
tion; catalogue free. Molors System
Troubles.
of
Stomach
tioned, the one the deposed, the other
Cause
113 East Second St., Los AnWhen a man has tr uble with his College,
the Incoming, favorite of the king.
,
is eat- geles, Cal.
know
that
he
a
stomach
you
wished
may
pretext.
simply
They
ing more than he should or of some
The youth was a cadet, Gaston
Prof, and Mrs. Kinkead, the well
who had just entered the army article of food or drink not suited to
or occupation, or that his bow- known Clairvoyants, Card Readers
and was affected by the dueling craze. his age
els are habitually constipated. Take and Expert Palmists, of Chicago, are
He went straight to his sweetheart,
Stomach and Liver honest, truthful and reliable on all afChamberlain's
Mile. Leonora de Ruell, a girl of sev
Tablets to regulate the bowels and fairs of life. Readings, 25c and 50c.
euteen, and told with great delight and improve, the digestion and see if the Located In Tent No. 2G8, San
does not disappear. Ask for a Cisco Street.
pride that he was to be second at a
duel, which at the time meant that in f re sample. Sold by all druggists.
all probability he would light the same
Entirely
Rheumatic Pains Believed.
as his principal and, fighting, would
Balm
Pain
Chamberlain's
relieves;
either kill or be killed by his adversary.
rheumatic pains and makes sleep and
Xow, Mile, de Ruell was at an age.
rest possible, which is alone worth
seventeen, when love Is liable to abThe
many times its cost. B. F. Crocker,
so
was
sorb a girl's very existence. It
Esq., now Si years of age, and for
with her. To lose her lover she dread- twenty years Justice of the peace at
ed far more thau losing her life. She .Martinsburg, Iowa, says: "I am terpaled nt his nutioimceuient, but, recov- ribly afflicted wilh sciatic rheumatism
ering herself, pretended to rejoice with in my left arm and right hip. I have
him. The thought of his retiring from used three bottles of Chamberlain's
the affair did not once occur to ber, for I'aln Balm and it did me lots of good ..I
she knew thnt he had far better die For sale by all druggists.
New Model
than suffer the odium such a course
would Involve. Besides, she knew It Chamberlain's
Cholera and
Colic,
Diarrhoea Remedy.
would be Impossible to persuade biro
to desist.
This remedy has been in use for
"When does the meeting occur?" she over thirty years and has proved itself to be the most successful remedy
asked.
Absolutely Reliable, Aiway.
"Tonight at 1 o'clock. We fight by yet discovered for bowel complaints.
the light of torches In the wood near Sold by all druggists.
the bridge two miles up the Seine. The
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
When in need of anything In the
cardinal has spoiled open meetings."
Vfl Rmw4..v
Ymi
"Very well; let us have a parting cup printing line, such .as wedding cards,
on
the New
invitations, Lrlefs, call
together."
where
She went for wine and, returning, Mexican Prini'ng Company,
-urged her lover to drink. One bottle all work Is guaranteed.
The
after another was brought on until the
American
clock struck 11; then Renadot em
Collection
braced the girl and staggered away.
At the door he was seized by two serv
Agency.
ants belonging to the bouse, bound and
No tee charged
room.
an
to
carried
and
upper
gagged
uulesa collection
to
the
1
two
the
At o'clock
principals
la made. Wem&k t
duel and their seconds were on the
collcietloiis In all parts of the U. S.
ANTHONY P.WILSON,
ground except Gaston Renadot. They
Attorney.
stood waiting In the glare of torches
413 Kansas Avenue,
held by attendants. Presently a coach
KANSAS.
TOPKKA,
was driven up, nnd Renadot, masked,
stepped out.
"Pardou my delay, gentlemen," he
Subscribe for. the Dally New Men
Raid. "I have met with a detention.
and get the news.
can
me."
to
strove
keep
My sweetheart
"Why are you masked?"
Tetter, Salt Rheum and Ecseman.
"To enable you all to say you did
These are diseases for which Chamnot see me here. The lady has gone to
berlain's
Salve is especially valuable.
to
temporary
my
cardinal
procure
the
It quickly allays the Itching and
arrest. I would advise beginning at
smarting and soon effects a cure.
once, or we may suffer an InterrupPrice, 25 cents. For sale by all
tion."
The advice wn heeded., and the prin:

PRINTERS
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Breaking In of the Seine Patrol
of tue Slht of Parle.

11, 1907.
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SHORT STORY
Men ii

Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of tha Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

SI mile south of Albuquerque, N. M., i,t the

juna-tio-

m

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

of the Main Line of the Santa F System leadisji
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galvestoi

ni

points East to San Francisco, Loa Angeici, El

Tut sal

Old Mexico.

HOW the REDOUBT
WAS TAKEN

1,000 business and rfsidenee Iota, tlio

out with broad 10 and

70-fo- ot

Mi MS

iti,

laid

streets, with alleys 10 feet

wide, with beautiful lake end public

Ftftcfc Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y.
J Located on Belen Ctit-of- f

and grand old

ALL

FAST

FREIGHT

LIMITED

EXPBES8, MAIL

TRAINS OP THE SANTA

F;

AND

WILL

GO

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO B1LISC,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 30UT1J.
OVER

13

The lot offered ars in the center of the
city,, will
ed many of them improved by
crltiTation) ; no saal w
We deed

grarel.

a

first class Ukery, tailor

so,

that

Orlginal.J
house, jeweler, plumbing tho, planing mill toaj
pik
wed!
"Here comes old Paddock," said one
(hade trcei; public school bouse, costing $10,000; churchharness
of half a dozen men sitting around a
yard, drug store,
shop, etc., etc., alse
f ni ska.
country store stove. "He's the only
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; seves;
modern
hero I ever knew who didn't know be
eral large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Rollwas a hero. Anyway, he thinks bis
Our prices of lots r low and terms
payments j
comrades believe he ought to have
hothree
150
er
birrels
Mill, capacity
title perfect; warranty deeds.
daily; large winery;
been shot, for desertion. To get his
d
purchase mousy,
story you must make him mad. Howtels, restaurants, etc., Belen it the largest shipping point
cash. Two-thirmay remaiL cr note, with moagtigi
dy, Mr. Paddock!" And the speaker Introduced the comer to his friends.
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beam and hay in Central New
for one year, with I per cost, interot
"How Is it, Mr. Paddock," he conMexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad
tinued, "that all your comrades In the
v-gad rim, if
Apply it ..we for
U
TOfiX 10X11, IWeVna,
civil war got some sort of promotion
fee ft.tuutoi.
future
tuuut
l
near
the
At choicest tots, to
city
and you weren't even made a cor
poral? They say you came pretty
near being shot for desertion."
"I can't never get rid o' that mistake," said Paddock ruefully, "for
that's what it was, a mistake. You see,
'twas this way. We wus down there in
.
......
VIrglnuy buekln' up ag'ln a long line
I
of fortifications at the buse of tlie
mountains. One night I got a banker
In' to do some scoutln on my own account. I reckoned the redoubt our brito one. The result wus that officers
ViinKy luknown.
gade was trylu' to take wasn't well
HOUSE OF LORDS who hud grown gray In the service and
connected with the one next to It.
CHURCH AND CLERGY.
had purty sharp eyes In them days,
fought in many buttles remained suband I thought I seen a way to git in CHECKS IT HAS RECEIVED AT THE ordinates all their lives, while the sons
The latest Innovation in English
of wealthy families who had not seeu
between 'em. Stealin' along a ravine,
church work Is "apple dumpling supHANDS OF THE COMMONS.
a cpwrrer of their service jumped over
I managed to git by the
pickets o' both
pers," which have proved a great suctheir heads by having their way purcess.
armies, climbed the mountains and
Vut the I'eern chased
up for thorn to be colonels and
looked right down Into the fort we was The l.onn l'mlluineut
The report Is current In Newport, K.
Out of Duntnesa Altogether For a generals.
to take. What d'ye suppose I
I., that the Rev. Walter Rowrle, rector
Number of Yearn Uolingbroke'a
Mr. Gladstone decided to do away
seeu? There wasn't twenty men In it,
of Trinity church, is to be called to the
Willi this purchase system. The lords
Way Wtlii the Kolile Lords.
and fully half the guns was Quaker.
rectorship of St. Paul's, tlie American
Tliore Is an Idea lu the minds if very did uot wish It to be ubolkhed. Con"I couldn't understand how our ginchurch in Rome, in succession to the
Mr.
when
introGladstone
late Dr. Nevin.
eral could be weeks buekln' up ag'in many iiersoiia tliat the British house of sequently,
duced a bill to abolish purchase in tha
TO
this measly sliowin', but lie'd wrote a lovCa Is supreme and am do pretty well
The English bishop of Carlisle said
lot o' books on the science o' war, and what It p'.eiisos This, however, is u Hi'iny the house of. lords was not disIn the course of a recent address, "Any
to give it a kind reception.
fool can preach above his own head or
I supposed he kuowed all about It mistake. On several notable occasions posed
They threw out the bill and imagined
over the heads of his congregation, but
Anyway. 1 thought I'd go back and their noble lordships have been para- that they had won a
glorious
victory.
It takes an exceedingly able man to
tell him what I'd seeu. I got down ta Ivzed and have got very much the But Mr.
Gladstone found thut Queen
the ravine when I was halted by n worst of it In stormy arguments with Victoria had the
preach a greaj: sermon which ordinary
to
abolish purpower
the gentlemen of the houso of comrebel picket and taken prisoner.
people can understand."
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
in the army by her own act If
chase
.
"The Johnnies kep' me three days, mons.
Fargo
George Frederick Bodley, the Engshe
IIo
the
induced
to
pleased.
queen
which
on
this
occasion
hapThe first
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
lish architect. Is to design the new
when, seelu" the discipline o' the guard
do this by means of u royal warrant.
to
Bobby-Ho- w
vain yon tire, Eflie! Protestant
In
was all tired out pened was when the peers ventured
Episcopal cathedral
mighty lax-tAnd the house of lords could no more
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
w ith the long parliament, which
Looking at yourself in the glass!
He has long been known
Washington.
fightln' I stole awuy one night, climb- differ
Interfere
u
with
warrant
than
royal
in a life and
Kllie-Va- lu?
time
.Me vain? Why. I don't
at
the
was
engaged
as
ed up the mountain an' circled around
England's foremost ecclesiastical Payable Throughout the United Slates, Caraca. IVoieo
The they could knock the dome off St think myself half so good looking us 1 architect. He
the Johnnies' left flank an' our right death struggle with Charles I.
hopes to make the Washon this occasion wasted no Tunl's by throwing their coronets ut it, really am! Woman's Home
and all Foreign Countries
commons
I was walkln' into camp one
flank.
ington cathedral his masterpiece. Mr.
Pearson's
London
Weekly.
in talUIug, but promptly
time
valuable
is
In
his
Bodley
eightieth year.
morulu' thlnkln' how I'd like some real
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
abolished the lords altogether and
United States coffee when
Bishop P. T. Rowe of Sitka, Alaska,
met soma
beltHI
turned
dukes,
One
MARY
them,
archbishops,
ICeuuext.
CAMPBELL.
an Episcopalian, has traversed in row-boo' our men. The officer In command
' Have yon any request to make?'
ed earls and all the rest of the goror canoe nearly all of the naviga
arrested me for a deserter. I tole him
The
tOKNie
Into
street.
the
Who
Wan
the
coroueted
crowd.
at
so
ho
asked
sheriff of the erstwhile
Original
ble streams of Alaska, has tramped
where I'd been and what I'd seen, but geous
"UlBliland
vacant.
was
Mary."
The gilded chamber
clety man who was to be hanged on thousands of miles across its frozen
ue own t oeneve me.
for half a dozen years or. so the The original of "Highland Mary" the morrow.
wastes, and, it is said, there Is not a
:"Waal, d'y' know, they court
"Yes. o;sc." replied the eondeuiuek' village or a settlement of any size or
got on without any house of was Mary Campbell, a highland lassie
me for desertion yes, they dl- d- country
who was a servant at Castle Mont- man. "Let me tie tlie noose
lords.
myself Importance in his territory that he baa
au wo'se, they sentenced me to be
All the checks the house of lords gomery, with whom Burns became acI never yet wore a ready made lie."
not visited.
shot. The only bit o' hick I had was have received have not beeu of such u quainted during his residence at Moss-gie- New Orleans
Times Democrat.
a raid o' rebel cavalry that shook us all drastic nature ns
of
To
her
he
course.
addressed
the lines,
this,
GOWN GOSSIP.
up and Interfered with my shootiu',
AVliltewiiNhlitK Jimmy.
Various ministries, Undiug that the "Will ye go- - to the Indies, my Mary V"
The hubbub broke the line in our front peers were
"JiUiiiiy's got a great scheme to b'"i
unwilling to pass their pro- and many others. In a note to one of
, Many cloth suits iu rather vivid reds
too. I was mad, The Idea o' gettln'
nice days."
posed bills, have resorted to the threat his poems on .Mary, Burns says: "After out o' school on the.-are seen. These are usually worn with
hot for discoverln' that there wau't to create enough new peers to swamp a pretty loug lime of the most ardent
"How clues he work It?".
no strength in the redoubt! It wau'1 the house of lords. These new peers reciprocal feeling we met by appoint"He goiss out an' washes his face, black lynx furs and a black lynx or
right nohow. Waal, takiu' advantage would, of course, have been pledged ment on the second Sunday of May an' the Earlier thinks he's ill an' seiuh-hi- black beaver hat.
Lace Is worn on hats quite as much
o' the confusion, picklu' up a musket. beforehand to vota for the ministry lu a sequestered spot by the banks of
Inquirer.
as it was last year, particularly Irish
I walked right up through the ravine Creating them.
the Ayi where we spent u day in taklace, which often covers the entire hat
an' the path Pd found on the mountain
In 1711 tlie prime minister of the ing u farewell before she should
Color 1M1ii(!11'mn.
side till I got to the spot where I'd day, the daring and unscrupulous Visfor the west highlands to urrange
The term color bHtulu.'s Implies an over a foundation of cloth of silver.
Few of this season's chapeaux could
looked down on the Johnnies in the count Ltuliughroke, was anxious to ter- mutters umong her friends for our pro- entire absence of the c.jbr sense, and
redoubt. There wan't as many of 'era minate the desolating and ruinous war jected change of life. At the close of there are n f.;w persons win are in this correctly be called simple, while the
as there was afore. I knowed my ad- with France, which had been raging the autumn following she crossed the condition, b::t it
Includes u'l the way many of them combine materials
The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the hat
scu to meet me at Greenock, where forms of partial qq'.o? blindness fti and colors Is nothing short of marvel
vantage, beln' In their rear, and how I on and off for twenty years.
To effect this purpose he had drawn she hud scarce landed when she wus which the perception of one of (lie ous.
could scare 'em, so I yelled at the top
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a Bpecialtj
A garment very much admired Is tlie
of my voice:
and
up the treaty of Utrecht. It was neces- seized with u malignant fever, which fundamental colors
red,
of better grades of printing and binding caters
particularly to
" 'Surrender!'
sary at that time that lords and com- Vurrled my dear girl to her grave be- violet is wanting, and which are fur pony coat. This little coat comes
who
want
a
of
little
out
the
people
below
the
something
line
waist
If
and
fore
made
I could even bear of her Illness." known ns re.l blindness, gi'e;i blindordinary or a little
just
"Y' never see such a frightened lot In mons should agree to a treaty before
of striped fur has the stripes perfect
better
than
the
does
not
claim
to
be
love
ness
The
the
would
which
commons
become
Burns
It
and
valid.
felt
vio'et
The
for
The
line
l.lindnps.J.
average
Mary
One
cheapest in ttu
life.
two
or
fired
ttl
'em
of
your
ly matched.
thesif various kimli of co!o'
assented to the treaty, but the lords Campbell appears to have been deeper
but does claim that its work is always worth the price
me. I fired back, an' the rest skedadTerritory,
Nine out of every ten hats one sees,
dled. It happened that a young off- declared that they would have none than any he ever felt before or after. blindness un.l a perfect, perception o!
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
It Is safe to say, display somewhere in
icer on our picket line was cur'us to of it and that the war must go on, Tears later, when he was married and col.irs Is not sharply drawn, so that a
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Comtheir
an
ostrich
a
had
even
her
makeup
feather,
.family,
memory inspired the Hrg? Minber. of pircons have what U
know what the firln' meant, thlnkln' whereupon Bollngbroke coolly hut
If It be only a very tiny one almost pany in regard to the next lot of printing.
Hues "To Mary In Heaven," billed a feeble color so::s. which fall
them
than
Address The New
Informed
rather
thut,
firmly
pathetic
were
the
rebs
likely that
flgbtln' among
hidden In the mass of illusion at the
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.
an' he come cautiously, see himself delled by them, he would which breathe the soul of tender mel- short of actual coin- bi'n'niv.s. There back
or peeping over the brim at the
is no d):ii)t that color blindness in Its
with a dozen o' the picket, up the slope. create a wjiole.nrmy of new peers to ancholy.-. London
rnrtous forms Is much more common side from under an avalanche of al- vote for the treaty.
I seen him an' hollered to him to come
Cia:i N generally supposed, and Jt is grets and other plumage. New York
The story goes that he had a regiAntiquity of Proverbs.
on; the redoubt was our'n. He kem, an'
Post.
m we common unions the Imperfecta
ment of the Life guards paraded under
Tfoverbs
existed
books.
before
long
It wan't long afore the United States
windows of the house of lords and In the earliest times they served as than the veil educated 'las e.
tho
over them Quaker
flag was
THE WRITERS.
threatened to make every trooper Into the unwritten language of morality
guns. ,..
did
to
lord
It.
If
He
noble
driven
a.
and
have
beeu
Uulim.
passed down through
" 'Waal, I'll be gol darned!' said the
Marie Corelli writes that she "loathes
make twelve new peers, and then the the generations. In Africa there are
But you have
Visiting Britisher
'We've beeu three weeks lords
officer,
America."
In.
gave
numerous quaint proverbs. Among nothing to see over here nothing, I
tryln' to take this fortification, and
A German author, Dr. Johannes Mul
The Liberal government of 1833, with them are: "lie who dives on
dry land mean, In the way of grand old things ler, has written a book on
l
you've tuk It all ulone! Ami our
woman's
Earl Grey us prime minister, used the
WHEN YOU HND YOTJKSELF WKITING THE
dishave
falleu
since
into
his
that
"Two
long
face,"
people
one o' the fust strategists In the same threat.
lu which he contends that all
They wished to pass the cannot sit down upon the point of the use.
Gothandlo We 'haven't, eh? sphere,
SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COUKSE OF
army!'
girls should be taught nursing. "Nurs
first reform bill. The lords hated this same thorn at the same time." In the Wait till you get a copy of the
city ing," he
"He's all right," says I. "Them
YOUR
"
BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAVP
bill bitterly.
says, "is woman's military
Transvaal the proverb, "Beware of a ordinances. Life.
books o' his hain't got uothin'
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TiME. BUSY
service."
Until then they had been practically silent man; he has a brass band In bis
In 'em 'bout Quaker guns,' I says.
As with so many successful novel
an oligarchy, with all the real power
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMP8 MORI
mouth," Is often heard.
Comparing; Nolea,
'How d'y' expect him to know what In their
it was at first the ambition of
hands. The franchise had been
ists,
tho
now THAN EVER BEFORE .1ECAUS1 THIY SATfl
of
me
Bleeker
best
My wife got
his books don't teach?
Robert HIchens to be something else.
o limited thut only rich men, and gen
In an argument this morning, Meeker
Holmes on 8helley.
"I went down the slope and met the
MONSY STHXS1 SAY.
TIME, AND TIKI
He hoped to be a musician and for
erully only the nominee of some great
of
me
never
the
best
wife
In
My
got
his
Shelley
ridln'
bis
He'd
staff.
with
vaporized
everything
up
gtneral
several
devoted
himself
to
mu
nobleman, Could get Into parliament.
years
crucible, but there was gold at but once. Bleeker When was that? slcal
seen the United States flag
over
The reform bill altered that. It gave glowing
study.
the redoubt and didn't know what It the smaller men a chance. The lords the bottom of It. When I look at him Meeker When she married me. ChiThe one hundredth anniversary of
PRICE-LIS- T
the starry wings of his fancy cago News.
meant. Ue slopped me and asked me j
spreading
their deliberate Intention of over
the birth of Henry Wads worth Longhis chaotic philosophy he seems
who I was and where I'd come from. expressed the bill.
One-lini
fellow Is to be celebrated on Feb. 27
wrecking
Stamp, not over 2J inches hug . i
like a seraph hovering over the unIlPll liate.
I told him I was the man that was to
Karl Grey retorted by extorting from fathomable
. . Each additional line on same stamp, 18s.
of Long by the Cambridge Historical society,
Hell
entrance
the
at
whose
Gate,
blackness
Is
chasm,
have beeu shot for desertion when the
didn't like re
A
bronze medal will be issued
King William IV.-One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not ever 3 inches long. .10
raiders come down on us and spoiled form bills, but dared not oppose tlie the abode of demons. "Autocrat of the Island sound, In the East river, was In special
honor of the event, copies of which,
of
not
named
so
because
its
Breakfast
Table."
dangers
additional line on same stamp, 16.
.
Each
.
my execution. I was goln' on to tell wish of the nation for fear of a revo
and turbulance, as Is generally sup- It Is hoped, will be preserved In li
tha rest when he rode on, orderin' one lution permission, to call
e
over 3J and not over I imches louf . . . .tie
braries
up to the
and
museums.
Stamp,
but
Her Reasoning.
posed,
qnlte the contrary. The
o' bis staff to put me In arrest The house of lords as
many new peers as
Each
additional
lhe on same stamp, Me.
Wife (at the costumer's)-Whi- cb
early Dutch settlers culled It "Hell
aid went back with ma to the guard should be necessary to, carry his bill.
One-liv- e
Gate" because It was a pleasant, beau
5
inches
over
shall
have
I
coat
40
this
or
AND
TRAIN
at
marks
loni;, pel inch
TRACK.
tent.
Stamp,
The mere threat was enough for the
that one at 70? Husband- -I have only tiful passageway, In allusion to Its picEach additional line, sanx pns.
"Waal, there I was ag'ln."
lords. They had no wish to see their
The first electric railway in the world
40 marks with me.
Wife Oh, well, turesque scenery, "hell" convoying the
The speaker was Interrupted by a order made
Curved lines on Stamp count as two line
cheap and ridiculous, as then, we'll
Idea of pleasantness. New York Iter
was built in Ireland.
the
coat
mark
burst of laughter from his listeners.
buy
seventy
would have beeu the case had peers
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, i
eitra
aid.
on credit, and then you can buy me a
Few gradients upon railways are
"Taln't no laughln' matter. How'd become as plentiful as blackberries.
sizes
40 marks.-Lust- lge
at
bat
the
with
sncsa.
I know they wasn't
loone
In
than
out
Larger
steeper
to
proportional
Modern
sixty.
carry
goln'
It used to be tlie custom in the BritBrlght Boy.
1
l
Where type used i "ver
comotives will take much steeper gradiinch U siw, we eham
the sentence o' the court martial
ish army for all officers' commissions
"Can you stand on your head?' ask- I
but
are
not
ents,
didn't. And don't know to this day to be purchased.- - That Is, an officer, into
economical
they
each
nno
inch
(or
lis
ior
oi frtetio.
ed visitor of little Dudley.
Crushed..''
work.
.'",'
why they didn't. ' After awhile my stead of getting; into the, army by
ho replied. "It's too high up."
ETC."
"No,"
DATES,
"If
could
t
die
and leave you
only
Iron ties are extensively used on the
cap'n he come and tuk me out the means of a competitive examination
well off," he said after they had had
Local Bater, any town and date to? ten ytun
It
German railroads. They look successguard tent, and he says; 'Paddock,' and rising by merit, came straight
n
not
is
there
to
To
to
limit;
grief
first
their
would
"I
be
quarrel,
busl-t0
glad
be.
about
says
ful. The roadbed Is certainly excellent
month, day awl year in
'you jest go
yer
Dater,
' from school, without knowing anything
Udger
the
fear.
Younger.
Pliny
ness. .The glneral Isn't goln' to shoot of the new duties he was about to as- togo."8S
are hollow, and the edges set well
Dater
line
They
Regular
"How," she cruelly asked, "could you
Into tlie soll.and ballast.
ye, but yer wanderiu' around without sume, and had a commission bought
M
,
Defisnee or Model Band
II
me
lie
leave
and
otherwise
than
well
Scarcity.
leave Is prejudicial to good order and for him. After that, Instead of being
The Pennsylvania railroad has deRecord-HeralWu4 Oat, l.M
Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp
"One has very few Mends In this cided not
military dlaclpllue. Anyway, this yere promoted as a reward for his services,
to build nuy more wooden
IW
Pearl Check Protector
life," said the misanthrope.
brigade Is supposed to be commanded he used to buy each promotion.
cars. The steel conches and vans which
Tried to Bribe Saata.
"I
Miss
answered
"Yes,"
Cayenne.
warriors
scientific
most
one
o'
the
by
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
If he had no money his chaucci of The appearance or the Salvation
to be gradually substituted will
are
that is one reason why a have the
In the army, besides beln' backed by being
promoted were aquUiJhqnsand Army Santa Glauses on the streets of suppose
great advantage of nonlnflam-inabilitIJitf, 10c; 8x3, lie; 8x3J, c; 2i4J, f c; IJif , Itej
friend is so likely to be overworked."
six United States senators and twenty
New York are the occasions of many a
as Well as that of more stubStar,
Washington
It iou cannot afford to pay for
congressmen, and It wouldn't do for
scene
curious little
when the children
born resistance to collapse in time of
It to git out how the redoubt was daily paper, subscribe for
street a
the Weeklj espy them. In Twenty-third
collision.
Mew Mexican Review
taken.'
rOK TIPE SPECIMENS ADDBMI
and get the little girl suddeuly rushed up to the
Br Lotion.
"That made me madder 'n ever I was eream of the, week's doings. It la
of toys and children and,
saint
THE
PAINTERS.
patron
The
Is
an
excellent lotion
following
; - J:
afore, and I said:
good paper to seud to your friends
thrusting Into his hand a quarter, cried for tired, weak, inflamed eyes: One tea- "'Cap'n, says I, 'you go tell the glnThe Chevalier de Martlno, besides
out, "Here, Santa Clous, take this; spoonful of powdered boric acid, fifteen
eral If be wants any more redoubts takButchers' shipping certificates, such I don't want you to forget me," and drops of
belDK on" of lhe flnest Ptuters of Dllt-o-f
s
of
spirits
camphor,
en he kin take 'em hlsself. I'll never as are required by law,
.
NKW X2XIC0.
iaSTA
a cup of bolllug water. Strain t!o8,ll's In the world, Is a great naval
printed In was back to the side of her mother
take another one so long as goddle-mltblank form by j the New Mexlcae again In an instant. The little lass had through muslin, cool and
as a midshipman that
was
It
MP''t"
several
apply
- I A. MITt'UEL.
lives.'"
tried to bribe the aulut!
.
Pr'"tlng Company.
times a day.
j hejegau his serious career,
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PRESCRIPTIONS

FILLED

MONDAY,

MARCH

11, 1907.

ACCURATELY

By The Ireland Pharmacy
Leave Your Orders With Us and Notice How

.

.

Promptly Yoti Receive Them. Qoicfc Service Out Specialty.

GROCERS,

BUTCHERS

BAKERS,

I

(Continued from Page Four)

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No. 250

San Francisco Street,

SWEET PEAS.
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MEET
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CLARK'S

Los Angeles, Calif., March 11. It
Professor R. P. Noble, president of
County Commissioner Jose Leon Liberato C. De Baca Pleaded Guilty
lias
been learned that one of the printoWhen
the
of
of
Aurandt
town
the
was
School
Must
in
of
Mines
at
Arraigned
faculty
Madrll,
Galisteo,
Go to Trial.
Socorro, was in the city Saturday and cipal objects of the recent visit to San BILLIARD
day on a visit to his family. Mr
AND POOL PARLORS
Madrll states that live stock in southappeared before the Finance Commit- Diego of General Manager Wells of
the
coast
a
lines
of the Atchison,
tees of the Council and House urging
ern Santa Fe County especially sheep,
The United SSat.es court for the
Choice Line of
& Santa Fe Railway concerns
the granting of the necessary appro
are in good condition, but that water First Judicial District
continued In
the
of
the
line
plan
is getting rather scarce, yet he thinks
for
the
CIGARS AND TOBACCO
support and mainsession nt the court house 'today priation
tenance of the school. His statements between Los Angeles and San Diego.
that the outlook for a successful Judge John R. McFie
AT THE
and
presiding,
will
double-tracThis
be
the
beginning of
shearing and lambing this spring Is Clerk A, M. Bergere at his post. The before the committees were exhauswork on the west end, although
very fair.
United Stales was represented by TJ tive and convincing and it looks as if it has been
ho did good.
M. A. Otero, Territorial S.
proceeding rapidly on the
The educational instiW.
II.
and
H,
Llewellyn,
Attorney
eastern grand division of the system.
EAST SIDE
Secretary J. W. Raynolds, Arthur
. tution of which he has charge Is- doAssistant IT. S. Attorney E. L.
Best
to spend the evening in
Edward
and District Court Clerk A. M.
of
Chambers
ing
the
work
very
Santa
place
this
Fe
satisfactory
year.
U. S. Marshal Foraker was repBergere, made a trip from Albuquer- resented by his deputy, W. R. Forbes. The preparatory department has been makes the statement that the line Santa Fe.
PLAY POOL AT PLEASURE.
que yesterday to this city in the autoThis afternoon Liberta C. de Baca, lopped off and there are now twenty-fou- r from Los Angeles to San Diego is the
mobile of Secretary Raynolds. The who was arrested weeks
students engaged In advanced most profitable piece of track on the
Albu
in
ago
work. The great need of the entire Atchison
running time was about six hours and
Messrs.
system.
charged with forgery and college
WANTED Bright boy to learn
the distance covered via Algodones querque whom an indictment
was re- institution is a dormitory and unless Wells and Chambers are understood printing trale. ' Advancement-tagainst
right
it
bo supplied, it is bound to to be taking the matter up with the
and the La Bajada hill about. sixty-fou- r turned
can
by the United States grand
miles. The sand in the Rio
suffer. The number of student ronur directors of the company. Traffic Is party. Others need not apply.
jury, was arraigned this afternoon and be
Grande Valley road interfered some
easily doubled were there a dorml-- , rapidly increasing on this busy Southpleaded guilty. He was sentenced to
what with the speed of the trip and serve a term of two
in the peni- wry una coma students live at a ern California branch and the single
years
the going up the steep La Bajada hill
cheaper rate than thoy do now. The track is being taxed to its
by Judge MeFle.
capacity.
was tedious and slow. The road from tentiary
DR. DIAZ'
SANITARIUM.
The time of the court was taken up cost of renting rooms in town ind de- The work of
the line with
the top of La Bajada to this city was
other
is somewhat eighty-pounfraying
expenses
is
now
rails
on
a
commotion
being
In very good condition and fast time today hearing arguments
Cor. Water St. and Gasper Ave.
made
the attorneys for the United too high for the average student. pleted. The San' Diego lino is about
was made. The trip was greatly en- States byin
the case against Jacob Au- Were a dormitory erected at the 130 miles in length.
NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE
School of Mines the cost of living
joyed by the participants.
asking that the court instruct
Frank C, Churchill, an Inspector of randt,
be
Profes
would,
therefore,
ADMIRAL BERESFORD
cheaper.
the jury to bring in a verdict for the
ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
the Indian office, reached the city yes
VISITING SAN FRANCISCO
Aurandt was formerly sor JCoble pleads for a small Increase
prosecution.
STEAM HEATED.
terday and is a guest of Superintendat Santa Cruz and is In the regular appropriation for mainent Clinton J. Crandall of the United postmasterwith
tenance
an
of
and
for
ALL
MODERN CONVENIappropriation
embezzling a letter.
Ran Francisco,
March 11, Lord
States Indian Training School In thi charged
Late this afternoon the court in- $25,000 for the erection of a dormi- Charges
FOR SICK
ENCES
Beresford, admiral of the
other necessary buildings,
city. He arrived in Albuquerque n structed the
jury to return a verdict tory and
British channel fleet, has arrived here
PEOPLE.
few days ago from Washington and
that the case bad not been tried bebills including on his return from Texas, where he
inspected the condition and affairs of fore. This means that Aurandt must
The
has been settling the estate of his
the United States Indian School there
Bill
Ramon
PRICES:
the
Sanchez
$16 to $50 per Week.
passed by the
to trial.
the late Lord Delaval
brother,
From Santa Fe Mr. Churchill, in com go
week
House
of
last
Representatives
McFie anonunced this mornJudge
Payment Invariably in Advance,
pany with Superintendent Crandall ing that there would be a call of the are slumbering in the pockets of Mr.
v
win visit the various pueblos under civil docket at 10 o'clock
Miera, chairman of the Committee on
Thursday
the direction of Superintendent Cran
Territorial Affairs of tho Council. It
dall north of the city. He was here morning.
is understood tbat strenuous efforte
three years ago on a similar inspec
will be made to get one of them return tour and has been connected wit! MINING COMPANY
ported for action by tho Council. This
the Indian office for nine years. H
cannot happen too soon.
Most Popular
IN
TROUBLE
bears the reputationof a very efficient
SALOCN AND CLUB ROOMS IN SANTA
ana painstaking official.
Saturday and yesterday were busy
Postoffice Department Issues Fraud
mwciuNTVLUNci.
days for the House Committees on
ATKINSON & ASTLER.
Order Against Del Roy Mining
Finance and on the Judiciary. The
and Smelting Company.
members worked very hard and for
many hours. The appropriation bil!
ionunueti irom i'age Five.)
El Paso, Texas, March 11. A fraud is reaching completion and will like
ftiiss Florence E. Lucenbach. of 3!)7 order has been Issued against the Del ly be reported to the House of Rep
Palace Avenue today sold to .Tames Roy Mining and Smelting Company, reseritatlves tomorrow for passage,
McConvory, pressman of the New- of Kansas City, Missouri, and El Paso,
Mexican Printing Company, the seven Texas. The company was incorpoMARKETREPORT.
room rejidence and acre lot and or rated under the laws of New Mexico
chard at 425 East Palace Avenue. Mr, and capitalized for $2,500,000, with a
MONEYS AND METALS.
McConvery and family will take pos par value of stock of $2.50 per share
New York, March 11. Prime mor
session or tne place within the next The property which this company
few weeks.
claimed to own was located in the San cantile paper
New York, March 11. I ead quiet,
Jude John R. McFie announced this Andreas mining district In Socorro
morning that the civil docket for the County, In New, Mexico, and coiislstei 6.00(fI6.35. Copper, firm, 25.37
present term of the court will be of the claims known as the Boulder 25.75.
called at 10 o'clock Thursday morning Rattler, Jasper, Black Rock, Jupiter
Money on call steady 3
Silver C9.
and that he desires all attorneys hav Red Bluff, Cyclone and Bulldog, Luck
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
ing cases on the docket to take due Andy, Typhoo nand Texas, and the oi
Atchison 93
notice thereof.
ficeia of the company were: William
pfd. 96
New York Central 119
Moeller, president; W. J. Harris,
H. F. Kettler, secretary,
Pennsylvania 125
9
Southern Pacific 80.
and M. D. Gaylord, manager, all of
Union Pacific 155
El Paso, Texas, and W. H. Shelly, of
pfd. 88.
Kansas City.
Copper 104
Steel 39; pfd. 100
"The company claimed to own 1,157
acres of the richest copper property in GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
United States and sold its stock
Chicago, March 11. Wheat, May
MARCH 21. the
with the understanding that the land 77
July 78
was clear and the money would be
Corn, May 47; July 46
:
Oats, May 41
July 4
employed in the purchase of mining
machinery. As a matter of fact, the
Pork, May $16.50; July $10.45.
company had little or no land and held
Lard, May $9.40; July $9.45.
options only on several claims which
Ribs,
$9.07
May
July
options were allowed to lapse, leaving
them without any visible assets," so $9.15(?(9.17
WOOL MARKET.
the postofnee officials declare.
St. Louis, March 11. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 24
PUBLIC FUNDS
28; ne 1417,
LIVESTOCK.
RECEIVED
Kansas Citl, March 11. Cattle reA Waslern Mnlndrama tiu Hal Roiit
3y Celso Lopez, County Treasurer ceipts, 10,000 Including 500 southerns.
slow to steady; southern steers $4Ci
and Collector. Santa Fe County
stockers
3.50; southern cows $34;
for Month of February.
and feeders $3.755.25; bulls $3r
calves $3.507.50; western fed
ine rotiowing public funds have 4.25;
steers $4.255.90; western fed cows
Seen received by Celso Lopez,
county $34.50.
reasurer and
collector, for
Sheep receipts 5,000, ve to ten cents
tne oionth of February:
muttons $55.80; lambs $7
higher;
ror ivvi, territorial $39.32; county
?eneral fund 112.76; school fund 7.00; range wethers $5.400.75; fed
ewes $55.50.
I7.CC ; court fund
$10.21;
interest
Omaha. Neb., March 11. Cattle refund Jo.ll; road fund
$1.28: court
ceipts, 5,000; slow to shade lower.
nouse and jail fund
survey fund Cows and heifers,
$2.754.50; West-ef2.55; bridge fund $7.00; delinquent
steers, $3,255.25; Teas steers, $3.00
tax fund for 1901 and prior. $21.00:
4.25; cows and heifers, $2.254.25;
city, school fund $10.53; city bonds'
and
stockers
canners,
double-trackin-

g

Mod-ler-

GRASS.

Anv one can raise sweet peas. Time
We are offering genuine Kentucfc
to plant them. We have them mixed Blue Grass at 20c per pound.
and separate colors, 5c per ounce, 50c
Blue Grass Seed Is scarce and his
this year, but we have not raised our
per pound.
price.
KRAUT

SANTA

PLAZA

Meat Market Telephone No. 40

rocery Telephone No. 4.

FORGER SENTNCED
TO PENITENTIARY

Personal Mention

!

-

I

FRESH VEGETABLES.

d

secured a new supply of
We are receiving a number of ship
and have a nice lot of ments weekly of fresh lettuce, celery
fresh made saner kraut.
spinage, parsley, etc. Our fountain
Dills. 2 for 5c. Kraut 12
quart. keeps them in very fine condition. Try
us on fresh vegetables and note the
crispness.
CRANBERRIES.
AVe have
etill pickles

c

ORANGES.

Have a 'bargain lot of cranberries.
They are in fair condition. Quart 10c.
APPLES.
Local apples aro pretty well out of
1hc market.
We have a nice lot of
San Juan County apples which we are
selling at 4 pounds for 25c. By the
bushel box, Baldwins. Ben Davis, and
Wlllbriiige, $2.00. Missouri Pippins
$1.75.
DATES

AND

FIGS.

California navels aro now much
sweeter than earlier In the season
We have a nice line of all sizes, rang
ing from 25c to GOc per dozen.
CANNED

FRUIT.

New
stock of California canned
fruit is now on sale.
The price
ranges from 15c up as to quality and
variety. We "have particularly nice
cents per
peaches and pears at 22
can. Good ones 20 cents. Sliced nprl- cens.
cots, peeled and sliced 22
2

Imported Layer Figs, per pound
Washed Figs in 1 lb. boxes
California Figs, in packages
12
California Layer Figs
Two pounds best Dates

25c.
25c.

SUGAR CORN.
cod in cans is rather

the

Corn on

c
v e have It under
a novelty.
the
15c Ferndell Brand. The quality Is very
25c good.
Price per can 40 cents.
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-
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Minor City Topics.

-

COAL s WOOD
Genuine .Csrrlllos lump, ton. $6.00
Monero lump
$5.75
Raton lump
$5.50
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75

f.

$8.75
Anthracite furnace, ton
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
Four-foo- t
$3.50
wood, per card

NewMeidcaa

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OFPUB: Garfield

Ave., Near A

86,

S...BIC...

Embalmers

m Of THE

Ail Kinds of

CATTLE RING"

Picture Framing

DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

Day 'Phone 35

Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Pa? we Avenue,
Sunday. Tulephone No. 142.

UNDER CANVAS

BINDERS

TYPEWRITERS
REW ftEJtlCAK

PBIimM

5

CO

ft

i

M

fMP

P. H. A.
SCINC IN ACT 1.

IT

DOESN'T

COST

30 PEOPLE

ANYTHING

TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND. VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

The Biggest Curio Store in the West
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK
OF NAVAJO
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

Band and Orchestra
16

Acting

Parts-1- 4

SOUVENIR

You

.a.

POSTAL

CARDS

FOR

FIVE CENTS

Musicians

This

production will be superior to all the
Eiler Shows heretofore CorreciCostumes,
Stage Sellings, etc. Tho Negro, Irishman, Dutchman, Chinaman and
Farmer will keep you

Can't Miss the Place

J. S. CANDELARI0,
301-30- 3

San

THE CURIO MAN.
Francisco Stmt
Look for the

Old

Mexican Cart.

ONE

$30.02;

V

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

OPENING

:

CURTAIN AT B:20 t. ISI

CI e

Laxative Fruit Syrup

met

the lyitmn
thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches,
't la c:r ranged

:

BLANK

rnmrr.
M

.

IRELAND'S PHARMACY.

J,

Sole Alakers for New Alexico of the

,

NIGHT ONLY

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.

a

shut-dow-

Laughing.

FIVE

feeders, $4.005.00; calves, $3.00
county 6.50; bulls, $2.754.50.
general fund, $8.83; school fund, $3.53;
Sheep
Receipts, 12,000; steady.
court fund, $7.07; interest fund, $3.53;
oad fund, $.89; court house and jail Yearlings, $5.756.50; wethers, $5.35
5.75; ewes, $4.755.60; lambs, $6.75
fund, $3.53; index fund, $1.77; bridge
7.50.
fund, $5.30; delinquent tax fund for
1901, and prior, $13.86;
City, school
fund, $6.94; bonds, $3.47.
M'KINLEY COUNTY
For 1905, territorial, $109.69; coun
MINE SHUTS DOWN
ty, general fund, $33.38; school fund,
$13.36; court fund, $33.38;
interest One of
the Largest Producers Near
fund, $13.35; road fund, $6.68; court
Gallup Ceases Operations Exact
house and Jail fund, $13.35; jail buildReason Unknown.
ing fund, $20.03; El Camino Real
fund, $3.33; delinquent tax fund, 1901,
Gallup, N. M., March 11. The
and prior, $33.39 ; bridge fund, $3.33; Gallup Fuel Company, operating one
water and Kihley County, has closed its mine
city, school fund, $35.04;
hydrant fund, $22,78; city bonds fund, Indefinitely, No reason Is given for
$21.02; city school fund, $21.02; sala- Ihe
The wages paid out
ry fund, $14.02.
monthly by this company amounted to
For 1906, territorial, $59.19; county, over $1,500. One reason advanced for
general fund, $19.19; isohool fund, the shut down is the-fathat the
$7.67; court fund, $19,19; Jail build- operating expenses have been unusualing fund, $11.52; Interest fund, $7.07; ly high during the past several months
road fund, $1.92; court house and jail and the company decided that a more
fund, $5.76; judgment fund for 1906, economical
arrangement
working
$1.92; city, general
fund, $19.04; would have to be agreed upon before
school fund, $9.52; city bonds, $4.77; the property could be worked profitity school bonds, $4.77.
ably. There is plenty of coal In the
mine. Recently a party of Bisbee, AriSubscribe tor the Dally New Mexl zona, capitalists had an option on the
can and get the news.
mine, but this was allowed to expire.

i'or iim, territorial

o

$2.003.00;

fund, $3.10.
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